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The objective of this study is to investigate the interaction between a lightning
strike and carbon/fiber composites. The first approach is to characterize the damage
development in a composite structure subjected to simulated lightning strikes. Several
existing studies have acknowledged that the lightning induced damaged can be
categorized into two separate domains of damage; a primary domain of damage that
occurs at the attachment point, and a secondary domain of damage that is typically
formed around the attachment point. Quantitative studies of the causes of the primary
damage domain are not satisfactory for explaining the secondary damage domain and
thus, these two domains are produced by presumably different mechanisms. There have
been many reports and studies focused on the inspection of the primary damaged area.
However, the secondary domain of damage has not yet been fully explained and
understood.
An experimental setup was configured with a recommissioned lightning current
simulator to generate artificial lightning strikes consistent with the existing standard for
lightning protection testing used in the aerospace industry. Carbon/epoxy composite

laminates in various layups and Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient Unitized Structure
(PRSEUS) panels were subjected to high impulse currents of different magnitudes. The
lightning induced damage to the protected and non-protected composite laminates and
PRSEUS panels were evaluated, and the influence of different variables such as current
magnitude, strike location, and laminate layup were studied. An interesting observation
was the secondary damage area that expanded laterally beyond the intense damage area.
The structure of a composite panel is such that it forces the current to flow along the
carbon fibers directions, as opposed to metals where the relatively isotropic conductivity
of the metal allows current to distribute radially. It is argued in this work that the
secondary domain of damage may be related to the anisotropic electrical conductivity
property of the composite panels. A comprehensive theory based on multidimensional
electromagnetic field simulation was proposed to reveal the root cause mechanisms of the
unique patterns of secondary damage in the carbon composite structural materials tested
with simulated lightning current impulses.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction to lightning physics
Lightning discharge or lightning strike refers to a sudden electrical discharge that

originates from electrically charged regions of a cloud. The discharge of the charged
regions of a cloud can take place through a variety of mechanisms.


Cloud-to-ground discharge: the discharge transports cloud charge to the ground,
and it is usually called cloud-to-ground discharges (CG).



Cloud discharges: majority of the lightning strikes, known as intracloud (IC), do
not involve ground. IC discharges occurs between regions within a cloud, and
intercloud discharge occur between adjacent neighboring charged clouds.
Roughly, three-fourths of the lightning strikes are cloud discharges, the CG

discharges have gained more interest due to the much higher probability of interaction
with humans. There are four different types of CG discharges, shown in Figure 1.1.
Depending on the polarity of the charge in the region that initiated the leaders, CG
discharges can have positive and negative polarity. The direction of the propagation of
the initial leader can be downward from cloud to ground or upward from ground to cloud.
Therefore, four different types of lightning discharges are (a) downward negative
lightning, (b) upward negative lightning, (c) downward positive lightning, and (d) upward
positive lightning.
1

Figure 1.1

Four different types of lightning discharges that transfer charge, only the
initial leader is shown adopted from [1]

The physics to fully explain how the clouds become electrically charged is not
completely understood. However, there are several theories that account for this
phenomenon. It is known that the cloud must contain water droplets and ice particles, and
water in gaseous form (vapor) in order to form charged regions in a cloud [1,2]. The
interaction of these particles is believed to be the cause of ionization in the clouds, and
eventually, the cloud become polarized. The electric charge formation in the cloud is
simply approximated by three-point charged shown in Figure 1.2.
As can be seen in Figure 1.2, positive charges are located at the top and negative
charges in the middle. These two charges are the main charges, typically with the same
magnitude, and they form a positive dipole. An additional smaller positive charge is at
the bottom, which is not always present.
2

Figure 1.2

Electric charge formation in the cloud

Strong concentration of charge carriers enhances the electric field at the tip of the
lead discharge, and excess number of electrons at the bottom of the cloud produces a
strong electric field that travels down toward the earth. This ionized column or channel is
called a stepped leader. This is a charged plasma channel that travels downward at speed
of 2 × 10 𝑚𝑠

. It descends in a series of discrete steps, and each step is around 1 µs

duration and tens of meters in length. As the stepped leader approaches the ground, the
electric potential difference between the stepped leader tip and ground is some tens of
megavolts [1] that increases the electric field at ground level. When the electric field
exceeds the critical value (i.e., the electric field that exceeds the withstand strength of
air), typically at the top of buildings and trees, multiple upward leaders are generated in
response to the approaching stepped leader. These upward leaders are called streamers
and are initiated by the repulsion of the negative charges from the tip of the stepped
leader to the ground. The transfer of electrons to the ground facilitates the rise of the
streamer. At the moment that one of the streamers meets the stepped leader, probably tens
3

of meters above the ground, a highly conductive path forms, and the first return stroke
begins to travel. The current of the first return stroke reaches about 30 kA in the range of
microseconds, and decays to the half value of the peak amplitude on tail in tens of
microseconds. In many cases, the lightning discharge is not only a single stroke flash. A
dart leader can progress downward and deposit electric charges along the channel. Thus,
subsequent return strokes travel upward, and they neutralize the electric charge in the
channel. Following the first return stroke and subsequent strokes, a continuous current
with magnitude of tens to hundreds of amperes that lasts longer than the initial stroke, up
to some milliseconds, might appear and flow through the channel, and transfers the
substantial cloud charges to the ground in this phase. Figure 1.3 represents a model of
negative lightning discharge that shows all the possible components of severe lightning.
Positive lightning discharges are those flashes that transfer positive charge from the CG,
unlike negative lightning discharges that transfer negative charges to the ground. It has
been reported that less than 10% of global CG discharges are positive. In addition, the
amount of electric charges transferred is about an order of magnitude greater than that of
negative discharges. The median peak current for both case is close, 30 kA for negative
discharges compared to 35 kA for positive discharges. However, five percent of the peak
current of a positive discharge is 250 kA, while that of negative discharges is 80 kA.
Upward leaders, initiated from tall trees or buildings, generate the positive discharges.
These discharges usually have only one return stroke followed by a continuous current,
and they mostly last longer than a typical negative discharge.

4

Figure 1.3

1.2

Typical negative CG lightning current waveform

Lightning to aircraft
There are two mechanisms for lightning discharges to an aircraft - lightning flash

and aircraft initiated discharges. Lightning occurs when an aircraft intercepts a lightning
flash that already exists and is in progress and happens without any earlier warning.
Aircraft-initiated discharge or static discharge is a lightning discharge that is triggered
due to the presence of an aircraft in a charged cloud, which is a much more common
occurrence. It is also referred to as static discharge because of reports of radio static on
the pilot’s earphone and a visible corona discharge on the exterior skin of the aircraft a
few seconds prior to the major lightning discharge. The mechanisms of the lightning
initiation by a conductor which is not connected to the ground is called bidirectional
leader theory [3, 4]. When the aircraft travels into the cloud, it creates a large electric
field concentration that artificially initiates a lightning discharge. Physical processes of
5

lightning-aircraft interaction, which leads to aircraft-initiated discharges, starts when
positive leader propagation enhances the electric field around the aircraft, and results in
initiation of the negative leader. The generation of both positive and negative leaders
increases the electric field around the aircraft to the values large enough to cause
breakdown and start a lightning discharge. In lower altitudes, when the aircraft is closer
to the ground and initiates lightning, the aircraft is inevitably involved in a CG discharge.
However, at higher altitudes, there is also the possibility that the aircraft could be
involved in an IC discharge.
1.2.1

Lightning damage to aircraft
Various materials are used in the construction of an aircraft, and ever since the

first airplane was built, they have been evolving. Early aircraft were primarily
constructed of wood and fabric, while modern aircraft are mostly constructed from
metals, such as aluminum and steel, and composite materials, such as fiberglass and
carbon fiber composites. Composites have two major advantages over some of the
traditional structural materials, their greater specific properties and corresponding weight
reduction.
The main reason that engineers and manufacturers started to consider and utilize
carbon fiber/epoxy composites in their designs is their considerable weight reduction
compared to traditional structural materials, such as aluminum, while maintaining the
desired mechanical properties. As a result, an aircraft could be designed using composite
materials in its structure with a significant weight reduction, while retaining the same
mechanical and structural strength. Carbon composites have a greater strength-to-weight
ratio, which means at similar thickness they can be stronger than aluminum while they
6

are 40% to 70% lighter [5] . Due to the carbon fiber composite material’s lightweight and
remarkable mechanical strength, there has been an ever-growing demand to use these
materials in the structure of modern aircraft. The growing trend and increasing use of
carbon fiber composites in commercial aircrafts over time is shown in Figure 1.4 [6, 7].

Figure 1.4

Evolution of the aircraft composite content [7]

While, only 1% of the total weight of a Boeing 747 is comprised of composite
materials, more than 50% of the structural weight of a Boeing 787 is made from carbon
fiber materials. Figure 1.5 shows extensive usage of carbon fiber composite in the
structure of the commercial Boeing Dreamliner 787 [8].

7

Figure 1.5

Composite material used in Boing Dreamliner 787, adopted from [8]

Using these materials in the construction of an aircraft brings about new
challenges, because lightning strikes can impose catastrophic damage to the composite
structures. During a flight, an aircraft is prone to be struck by the lightning. The flow of
the current discharge through the exterior skin of the structure might leave some visible
damage at the attachment point, and indiscernible material changes in areas away from
the attachment point. Various studies and statistics show that a typical aircraft or
commercial airplane is hit by lightning strike once for every 3000 flights, or about once a
year [9–11]. When an aircraft is exposed to lightning strikes, the damage to the aircraft
structure, either to metallic or composite part, are generally minimal due to the lightning
protection features designed in certified airworthy aircrafts. Nevertheless, they might
occasionally experience catastrophic consequences. The material damage of an aircraft
imposed by the lightning strike are caused by two distinct lighting effects, direct and
indirect or induced effects [11]. Direct effects are associated with the physical damage
8

that is usually visible and occurs at the interface of the arc channel and the aircraft skin. It
also, includes damage that occurs in the area away from the attachment point, and it is
mainly due to resistive or Joule heating caused by current distribution from attachment
point to the exit point. Main lightning direct effects are:
o

Resistive and thermal heating

o

Puncture and sparking on metal structure

o

Melting and burn through

o

Magnetic force and disruptive forces

o

Pitting at structural interfaces

o

Shock wave and over pressure

Indirect effects are more concerned with the threats and damage to the sensitive
electrical and electronic equipment caused by the magnetic induction and magnetic
coupling. These soft failures are usually hidden, and they can happen to a part of the aircraft
that does not necessarily experience any lightning discharge current. The rate of change of
the current is the dominant characteristic of the lightning discharge current that determines
the magnitude of the current induced to any adjacent conductors.
1.2.2

Lightning strikes zones
To distinguish between different areas on the surface of the aircraft that are likely

to experience various types of the lightning current components, the surface is divided into
three regions called lightning strike zones [12, 13]. In fact, defining the lightning zones is
a necessary step in guaranteeing that the aircraft is adequately protected from lightning
strikes damage. Next, each zone is defined and described briefly.

9

Zone 1: The regions that are likely to experience the first return stroke, and
lightning attachment. When the lightning is attaching to the frame, Zone 1A has a low
expectation of flash hang-on (i.e., the time duration that lighting channel is attached to a
region) because of the motion of the aircraft with respect to the channel. Whereas, zone 1B
has a high expectation for the flash to hang on and the lightning attachment point is unlikely
to move because the motion of the aircraft through the lightning channel cannot sweep the
attachment point further. Finally, zone 1C is transition zone for the first return stroke. Zone
1C is likely to experience a first return stroke of reduced amplitude, and has low
expectation of flash hang-on.
Zone 2: The regions that are more likely to experience subsequent return strokes,
rather than the first return stroke. This happens because the aircraft is not stationary and it
is motion through the lightning channel, which causes sweeping of the channel from the
first attachment point, backwards. Zone 2A has a low expectation of flash hang-on, and
Zone 2B has a high expectation of flash hang-on.
Zone 3: Those surfaces and regions that are not included in Zones 1A, 1B, 1C, 2A,
or 2B, are in Zone 3, where it is highly unlikely to experience any attachment of the
lightning channel. However, those regions that are located between other zones carry great
amounts of the current flow between the initial attachment point and swept stroke
attachment points that are in Zone 3. These zones and related boundaries are determined
through simulated lightning strikes in a laboratory. The schematic of the zoning of an
airplane is shown in Figure 1.6.

10

Figure 1.6

1.2.3

Example of lightning zoning on an aircraft

Standard waveform
Standard SAE ARP 5412 [12] defines that the external lightning strike is

comprised of current components A, Ah, B, C, D, and H, and the Multiple Stroke (MS)
and Multiple Burst (MB) Waveform sets. To evaluate direct effects of a lightning strike,
the current components A, B, C, and D are considered as the lightning flash current
waveform, as shown in Figure 1.7.

11

Figure 1.7

Standard lightning waveform defined by [12]

Component A (First Return Stroke)
Peak Amplitude
:
Action Integral
:
Time Duration
:
Component B (Intermediate Current)
Max. Charge
:
Transfer
Average Amplitude
:
Time Duration
:
Component C (Continuing Current)
Amplitude
:
Charge Transfer
:
Time Duration
:
Component D (Subsequent Return Stroke)
Peak Amplitude
:
Action Integral
:
Time Duration
:

200 𝐾𝐴 ± 10%
2 × 10 𝐴 𝑆 ± 20%
≤ 500 𝜇𝑠
10 𝐶 ± 10%
2 𝐾𝐴 ± 20%
≤ 5 𝑚𝑠
200 − 800 𝐴
200 𝐶 ± 20%
0.25 − 1 𝑆
100 𝐾𝐴 ± 10%
0.25 × 10 𝐴 𝑆 ± 20%
≤ 500 𝜇𝑠

Current Component A: This component is the first return stroke of the lightning
strike, a current up to 200,000 A, and its waveform combines the severe parameters of
both the negative and the positive strokes. It mostly happens to the aircraft flying at lower
altitudes. This waveform is represented by a double exponential waveform,
12

i (t )  I 0 (e  t  e   t ) ,

(1.1)

where, I 0  218810 A,   11354 s 1 ,   647265 s 1.
Current component B: This component represents the lightning environment that
can be caused by the intermediate current that follows some of the negative return
restrikes. For analysis purposes, this waveform can be described by the double
exponential waveform shown in Equation 1.1 where,

I 0  1 1 3 0 0 A ,   7 0 0 s 1 ,   2 0 0 0 s 1.

Current component C: The continuing current component represents the lightning
environment that can be caused by the long duration current that follows some of the
negative and positive return restrikes. In other words, component B and C can be
considered as currents that act as a bridge between A (the first return stroke) and the
following strokes D. Component C mainly transfers electric charge in a longer time
duration compared to the component A, and it has a rectangular waveform.
Current component D: It represents the subsequent current stroke. This waveform
is represented by a double exponential waveform shown in Equation 1.1 where,
I 0  109, 405 A,   22, 708 s 1 ,   1, 294, 530 s 1.

In general, the induced damage due to a lightning discharge depends on lightning
discharge parameters, and the properties of the object. Parameters of the lightning
discharge waveform, associated with the damages inflicted to an object, are as follows:
1. Peak amplitude of the current: If the impedance of an object is purely resistive,
it can be simply represented by resistance 𝑅, and according to Ohm’s law, the voltage of
the object with respect to the ground is proportional to the peak current and resistance
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(i.e. 𝑉 = 𝑅. 𝑖). In terms of lightning current striking an aircraft, the ground is defined as the
current extraction point.
2. Rate of change of current: If impedance of an object is inductive, the amount of
voltage drop across the object is proportional to the rate of change of the current
discharge or ∆𝑣 = 𝐿 . Considering the standard lightning discharge waveform shown in
in Figure 1.7, the rate of change of current from time zero to time of peak amplitude is
= 10 𝐴𝑠

. Therefore, any wire or electrical connections that under normal

conditions has a negligible induced voltage may experience a significant induced voltage
when subjected to lightning discharge.
3. Integral of current over time: This property of the current waveform represents
the amount of the electric charge injected into an object via the lightning channel. The
severity of the damage at the lightning attachment point is proportional to the electric
charge transferred, which is equivalent to the energy delivered to an object [14]. The
amount of delivered power to the surface of an object is the product of current discharge
and the voltage drop at the attachment point, 𝑃 = 𝑖 × 𝑉. The voltage drop typical value is
5-10 V, and it is considered roughly independent of the current magnitude. Component C
of the standard lightning discharge waveform (shown in Figure 1.7), whose current
magnitude is up to hundreds of amperes range and length of time up to hundreds of
milliseconds, transfers large electric charge to the aircraft. Therefore, Component C is
responsible for the damage that occurs at the attachment point or at the arc-object
interface. On the other hand, component A, which represents the first return stroke,
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reaches a much larger current magnitude in a shorter length of time (i.e., a few tens of
microseconds) and thus transfers relatively small electric charge.
4. Integral of current squared over time is usually referred as the action integral.
When the lightning discharge current flows through a resistive material, the thermal
energy and the heating of the material are proportional to the value of the action integral.
In other words, the electrical resistivity of the material and the action integral of the
current impulse determines the Joule heating. Component A of the standard waveform,
which represents the first return stroke and reaches a very large current magnitude in a
short length of time (within tens of micro seconds), transfers a relatively small electric
charge. However, it deposits a massive action integral that is responsible for the rapid
temperature rise and subsequent thermal damage and material change.
In case of lightning strike to a composite material, the material suffers from
various types of damage. Each damage type could be associated with a lightning
discharge parameter [15]; fiber damage is related to the peak amplitude of the current
discharge. Matrix deterioration is related to the integral of the current discharge over
time, and delamination and fiber fracture is determined by the action integral of the
current waveform.
1.2.3.2

Frequency components
Lightning discharge current components A, B, and D have time dependent impulse

waveforms, and their frequency content could be determined using the Fourier transform.
The frequency content of current component A and D are demonstrated in Figure 1.8 [12,
16]. Component D has a much larger rising time and decay time, thus, it has lower
frequency components.
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Amplitude (Amp/Hz)

Amplitude (Amp/Hz)

Figure 1.8

Frequency content of waveform (a) component A and (b) component D
[12]

As can be seen in Figure 1.8, the frequency amplitude of both component A and D
is constant up to a specific frequency called initial break point, and past this point the
frequency amplitude begins to decrease. For component A the initial break point occurs at
1.8 kHz, and for component D it occurs at 3.6 kHz. The magnitude declines, and at the
frequency called final break point it reaches 1% of the initial maximum magnitude. For
component A the final break point occurs at 103 kHz, and for component D it occurs at
206 kHz. Therefore, it can be concluded that dominant frequency content of a standard
lighting discharges is roughly below 200 kHz.
1.2.3.3

Skin depth
When a DC current is flowing through a conductor, it distributes uniformly over

the cross section of the conductor. However, when AC is flowing, the interaction of the
current and the generated magnetic field is such that the current distribution is
preferentially larger near the surface of the conductor. This effect decreases the effective
area of a conductor and increases the resistivity, when it is subjected to high frequency
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current. The effective cross section or skin depth of a conductor is a function of a
frequency and can be calculated by:
(1.2)

𝛿=
where, σ is the electrical conductivity of the material (S/m), 𝑓 is the frequency of the
applied current (𝐻𝑧), and 𝜇 is the permeability (𝑁/𝐴 ). It shows that skin depth

decreases at higher frequencies. Furthermore, higher conductivity results in lower skin
depth. Electrical conductivity of a composite material is approximately three orders of
magnitude lower than aluminum, which means its skin depth is 30 times larger than
aluminum, and it allows the usage of carbon fiber based materials in higher frequency
applications with an increase in the signal to noise ratio [17]. The current density has the
maximum value at the surface, and it decays exponentially to 1/e (or 36.8%) of the
surface current density 𝐽 at the depth below the surface equal to skin depth.
𝐽=𝐽𝑒

/

(1.3)

here, 𝑑 is depth beneath the surface of the conductor. In case of lightning discharge to
composites, electrical properties of a typical composite and the frequency content of a
lightning flash is required to calculate the effective cross section or skin depth of a
composite. Permeability of the composite can be considered to be equal to permeability
of free air (i.e. 4 × 10

𝑁. 𝐴 ). Frequency content of a typical lightning discharge was

discussed in Section 1.2.3.2, and it was demonstrated that the majority of the dominant
frequencies fall below 200 kHz. Thus, the frequency of the lightning discharged to
calculate the skin depth could be considered 200 kHz.
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A composite is an anisotropic material that has different electrical conductivities
along the fibers, transverse to the fibers, and through-thickness. Since the conductivity
and current distribution along the fibers are larger, skin depth needs to be calculated only
in this direction of fibers. The electrical conductivity of a composite is presented in [18]
and considering the maximum frequency of lightning discharge, 200 kHz, using equation
(1.2), skin depth can be calculated to be around 20 mm. The transverse direction and
through thickness direction have larger skin depth. Consequently, the value of the skin
depth is greater than the thickness of a typical composite laminate, and the effect of this
phenomenon on composites during flow of lightning current is negligible.
1.3

Literature review
Numerous published researchers have studied the lightning effects and damage

development due to a lightning strike. The studies related to the damage characterization
of composites subjected to lightning strike includes the interaction between lightning
plasma and the composite surface, and the flow of the lightning current through the
composite. In order to obtain a comprehensive understanding, an extensive literature
review was conducted, and theoretical and experimental work in this field are presented.
The thermal energy deposited in an object struck by lightning can be caused by
two distinct sources; i) heat of the lightning arc at the attachment point, which has an
extreme temperature in the range of 30,000 oC, and ii) Joule heating generated by flow of
the current through the material. The first return stroke of the lighting discharge is
injected to a material in less than 1 𝑚𝑠. This generates massive thermal heating in the
material “instantaneously” compared to the thermal diffusivity of the materials. Hirano et
al. [19], characterized the damage mechanisms of a composite panel subjected to
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lightning strike. They applied simulated lightning impulses to a composite panel to study
the damage mode. Using several non-destructive inspection methods, such as visual
inspection, the relationship between different lightning waveform properties and damage
evolution was studied. It was shown that thickness and size of the test sample has a
limited effect on the damage size while the peak amplitude of the current impulse is the
most important parameter. As a conclusion, each damage type was associated with a
lightning discharge parameter: i) fiber damage is related to the peak amplitude of the
current discharge, ii) Matrix deterioration is related to the integral of the current
discharge over time, and iii) delamination and thermal damage are determined by the
action integral of the current waveform.
Ogasawara [20] conducted a thorough thermal and electrical analysis of a
composite injected with simulated lightning discharge to study the damage behavior to
the composite laminate. The material change, or more specifically material damage,
include matrix decomposition caused by Joule heating, dielectric breakdown at the
interlayer gaps created by excessive voltage, and surface recession caused by carbon
sublimation at temperatures above 3000 oC.
Abdelal and Murphy [21] discussed a comprehensive investigation of the
electrical and thermal processes of a composite struck by lightning presented a physicsbased model to predict the thermal damage. Their model considers that the electrical and
thermal properties are dependent on the temperature. They asserted that the composite
response to a temperature rise and thermal energy development can be categorized in
three stages, resistive heating, decomposition, and ablation.
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Feraboli and Miller [22] conducted a study to assess the damage resistance of a
composite prepreg tape against lighting strike, and discussed the effect of different
damage mechanisms on the residual tensile, compressive, tension strength of a composite
sample. Wang and Zhupanska [23] discussed the evolution of the thermal energy between
a glass fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite material and a lighting channel. They
proposed a physics-based model that includes the spatial and the time dependent progress
of the lighting arc channel during component A of the lightning strike. Their model also
takes into account the nonlinear heat transfer formulation with moving boundary of the
lighting channel for a composite structure. Chemartin et al. [13] studied the direct effect
of the lightning strike to a composite structure, covering thermal, mechanical, and
electrical mechanisms. They carried out experimental lightning simulation, and they
described some differences between artificial lightning generated in the laboratory and
the lightning striking an aircraft during the flight. It illustrates the effect of the paint layer
and fasteners on the damage development of a composite material due to the lightning
strike. This effect is mainly manifests itself by sparking at the fastener and a great
increase in the resistance of the fastener.
Gagne [15] discussed the Lightning Protection Systems (LPS) for a composite
material that could both fulfil present guidelines and standards, and meet cost effective
and lightweight considerations. Gagne presents a report about the LPS principles and
possible solutions, and conventional methods of LPS and potential alternatives for the
current LPS materials, such as using nanotechnology, are presented. He proposed that
smart materials such as polymer-based composites are a suitable candidate to replace LPS
technologies, because they are lightweight and mechanically reliable, and they meet
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current regulations and standards. Wang [24] performed artificial lightning strike tests on
different composite laminates with various metallic coating protection, using different
aluminum coating, and also, laminates without any protection. They also, developed a 3D
dimensional finite element (FE) model to predict the temperature distribution and
material removal caused by lightning current discharge.
Lago et al. [25] proposed a numerical approach that models the interaction of the
lightning discharge arc and an aircraft in flight in successive steps. In this study only the
continuous part of the standard lighting waveform, the component C, is taken into
account. The energy flux of the continuous current with different magnitudes at the
attachment were calculated, and the mathematical calculations were compared with the
experimental results. In particular, they presented the behavior of a plasma arc behavior
on a composite material. The authors assert that component C inflicts the greatest
composite damage and composite degradation at the attachment, when the composite is
exposed the lighting discharge current.
Martins [26] has conducted an extensive work to characterize the standard
lightning arc. Its main goal was to present a physical model for the lightning arc,
including shape, length, and temperature and pressure inside the arc channel. His study
evaluates the evolution of the arc channel over time, and the influence of different
variables, such as current level, has been investigated. A high-speed camera was used to
record arc channel development as a function of time. He reported the diameter,
conductivity, and electrical energy of the arc channel, and the resultant shockwave. He
concluded that the lightning arc behaves differently depending on the material struck by
lightning, aluminum versus a composite in his study. He speculated that the difference
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might stem from the fact that aluminum exhibits isotropic properties, while a composite
has orthotropic properties. The author was cognizant of the difference between
speculation and data-driven knowledge. Moreover, the influence of coating or a paint
covering the surface was found to reduce the visible arc radius at the interface between
the arc channel and aluminum. What is impressive about this work is how unique was the
evidence he has presented for different mechanisms in lightning attachment. It is the
same big picture mechanism, but the details are very different that lead to an incredibly
different observable phenomenon. The interesting conclusion from this work is the
possibility of considering a very significant change in the relationship between lightning
arc, its attachment, and the resulting effects that it has on the structures it attaches.
The influence of the low transient currents flowing through a carbon/fiber
composite structure has been studied in [27, 28], and it was shown that the contact which
provides the interface between the composite laminate and the electrode plays an
important role in determining the overall electrical resistance. Therefore, in any
resistance measurement, its influence should be considered.
Chippendale [16] performed thorough experiments to investigate the induced
damage to a composite subjected to different components of the standard lightning
waveform. The damage development by each component was inspected, and different
damage mechanisms were attributed to each current component such as peak amplitude
and front time, that together constitute the lightning strike. He assessed that a composite
can be treated purely as a resistor at the frequency range of a typical lightning discharge,
thus, thermal damage and Joule heating are the main mechanisms behind the damage
initiation. It was argued that the wandering arc or the evolution of the arc shape and size
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affects the distribution of the energy input into the composite, and the size of the
damaged area strongly depends on energy distribution. He developed a numerical model
that accounts for the lightning channel attachment and arc wandering. Furthermore, a
thermo-chemical model was presented to investigate the degradation of the composite
due to the lightning strike.
Kawakami [29] has also investigated the lightning effects and damage
development in a composite due to a lightning strike, including determining electrical
properties of a composite when subjected to the lightning discharge, presenting a model
to predict the lightning induced damage, and damage behavior as a function of current.
He characterized the damage development as a two-stage process. First, dielectric
breakdown of the interface between the layers creates cracks and ruptures. In the next
stage, the thermal energy generated by the flow of the sudden and intensive impulse
current leads to decomposition of the epoxy matrix and fiber breakage. In his
experiments, he evaluated the effects of the waveform parameters, and it was concluded
that the action integral of the current waveform could be used as an appropriate measure
to predict the lightning induced damage severity.
In a work recently performed by Lee [30] a thorough characterization of lightning
damage resistance of carbon/epoxy laminated composites and stitched composites were
presented. Lee developed a comprehensive FE model that was capable of predicting the
induced damage characteristics to a carbon/epoxy laminates due to lightning strikes. In
this work, Lee included the anisotropic thermal conductivities to assess the temperature
distribution in his model, and offered a proper basis for a 3D thermal problem. He
conducted several experiments to apply simulated lightning currents to study lightning
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induced damage, and the influence of the protective layer on the damage resistance of the
protected composite samples. This work has been further extended by Boushab [31],
where she characterized the damage as a function of strike location and lightning
parameters to a composite structure. Different mechanisms responsible for the damage
development have been discussed, and she has identified that the damaged area can be
divided into two domains; an intense damage at the attachment point, and a secondary
domain in the vicinity of the primary damaged area. Through C-scan imagery, the
internal damage have been observed, and it was concluded that at higher current levels,
the internal damage could be larger than surface damage, and the severity of the internal
damage depends on the strike location.
1.4

Contribution of this dissertation
This research builds on the work conducted previously by Lee [30] and Boushab

[31]. In their study, a thorough investigation of the damage development due to the
simulated lighting strike has been carried out. However, an interesting observation was
the surrounding damage that mainly expanded in the transverse direction at the
attachment point. These widespread damages were different in size and characterization
compared with the primary damage occurring right at the attachment point. Kawakami
[29] has also noticed that the damage created by the lightning strike can be categorized to
an intense local damage and widespread damage surrounding it. Several hypotheses were
offered in this study, but the most prominent one is the arc expansion observed through
high speed imagery by Martins [26]. However, all the aforementioned studies were
unable to address the mechanism behind the secondary damage properly, and only
speculation was presented to explain it. Although, many studies were concentrated on the
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development of the lightning induced damage of composite structures, a compelling
understanding of damage surrounding the attachment point was lacking. The contribution
of this study to the existing knowledge and understanding of the lightning induced
damage to the carbon/epoxy composite can be realized through the following features:


This work is dedicated to the characterization of the widespread damage
caused by the lightning strike, and the theoretical principles are introduced
that are capable of fully explaining the secondary domain of damage. It is the
first study that carefully examines the damage development, at not only the
attachment point, but mainly the region near the attachment point that displays
a distinct response to the lightning strike.



The discussion presented in this work sets the foundation to consider the
plasma channel and the anode as an integrated mechanism, where the material
properties of the anode can have a profound influence on the plasma
development and its boundary.



The simulation methodology, mathematical formulation, and relevant
assumptions presented in this study to simulate the plasma can be used as a
basis for investigating the plasma-anode interaction.

1.5

Dissertation outline
This study is articulated in the following order. In Chapter 1, basic concepts of the

lightning and its interaction with aircraft and aeronautical materials is covered. It contains
an overview of the lightning initiation and characterization, lightning damage to aircrafts,
and existing guidelines and concern for the lightning protection of aircraft. Chapter 2
describes the experimental setup and configuration of the impulse current generator. The
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experimental results of the simulated lightning strikes on the carbon/fiber composite
structures are presented in Chapter 3. Sample preparation and boundary conditions were
explained, and a series of tests were performed to study the influence of various fiber
orientation of the composites, protective layer, and striking location. In Chapter 4, first,
the results obtained in the previous chapter were examined, and it was noticed that the
lightning induced damage has two distinct damage zones, intense local damage at the
attachment point and a widespread damage surrounding the point of impact. A number of
mechanisms were offered, and several experiments were suggested to investigate the
mechanism behind the widespread damage. The conducted experiments were able to
identify the arc expansion as a plausible mechanism for the widespread damage and rule
out the competing hypotheses. An extensive investigation of the plasma characterization
was carried out in Chapter 5 to understand the plasma-anode interaction. It was
concluded that the electric arc applied to the carbon/fiber composites in the experiments
is a high-pressure thermal plasma that can inflict erosion and damage due to arc
expansion and ion bombardment of the anode surface. Finally, the electric arc was
modelled and the effect of the current flowing in the aluminum and a composite structure
were compared. The relevant mathematical formulation and proper assumptions
presented and the magnetic force exerted on the plasma channel due to the galvanic
current conduction is studied.
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CHAPTER II
IMPULSE CURRENT GENERATOR SETUP
2.1

Generator background
In the late 1990’s, the Office of Naval Research commissioned Mississippi State

University (MSU) to build an impulse current generator to produce the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA)-approved lightning current waveform component A (shown in
Figure 1.7) to evaluate lightning direct effects on a composite helicopter hangar of DDG51 FLT II class destroyers. A three-stage Marx bank impulse generator (capable of
storing approximately 1 MJ (0.73×106 ft-lb) of energy and simulating the 200 kA peak
current specified for Waveform A was constructed and demonstrated. The impulse
current generator was subsequently used for the contracted lightning effects testing in
both a single-stage mode where the test article resides inside the approximately 8×8×8 ft 3
steel structure (preferred operating mode) and in a three-stage mode where the test article
resides outside of the steel structure. The extra voltage available from the multistage
configuration is used to overcome the inductance added by the cabling needed to connect
the impulse current generator to the test article. The current waveforms are virtually
identical for both configurations.
The standard Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) impulse current waveform
component A is the first return stroke of the lightning strike with a peak current up to
200 kA, and its waveform combines the parameters of both the negative and the positive
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strokes. This current waveform, 𝑖(𝑡), is represented by a double exponential function of
time (t):
𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐼 𝑒

−𝑒

(2.1)

where I0 = 218,810 (A), α = 11,354 (1/s), and β = 647,265 (1/s).
The SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) 5412 B [12]: Aircraft
Lightning Environment and Related Test Waveforms describes current waveforms that
can be used for lightning tests and analysis to support aircraft certification. It defines the
rise time (T1) and decay time (T2) as shown in Figure 2.1. This waveform has a nominal
rise time to peak T1 = 6.4 μs with a tolerance of ±20% (i.e., T1 = 5.12-7.68 μs). The decay
time from the peak to half the peak amplitude T2 = 69 μs, and the tolerance for decay
time is ±20% (i.e., T2 = 55.2-82.8 μs).

Figure 2.1

Double exponential current waveform A
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2.1.1

Recommissioning work
Lightning direct effects testing performed in this study required to recommission

the MSU impulse current generator to produce the desired current waveform component
A. The impulse current generator has a one-stage, 400 kJ (295×10 3 ft-lb) capacitor
discharge bank, capable of producing up to a 200 kA current impulse. The generator has
a dynamic range as low as 10% of maximum peak current (depending on the charging
voltage of the capacitors) and is limited on the low end by the triggering range of
operation of the main spark gap discharge switch. The double exponential current
waveform was defined to have a T1 = 6.4 μs rise time to peak and a T2 = 69 μs decay time
to half the peak amplitude consistent with [12].
Figure 2.2 shows the current impulse generator at the MSU-High Voltage Lab
(HVL) configured to assess lightning-induced damage to Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient
Unitized Structure (PRSEUS) panels. The generator weighs 2500 lb (1130 kg) and consists

of eight high energy density capacitors with 50 μF capacitance and 44 kV maximum
voltage that can store up to 50 kJ (36.9×103 ft-lb) electrical energy. During operation, the
charging voltage of the capacitors determines the energy stored in the generator and,
hence, the amplitude of the current impulse. After triggering the gap and discharging the
capacitors, a fraction of the stored energy is dissipated in the test article by the current
discharge (the vast majority of the energy is dissipated in the tuning resistors internal to
the impulse current generator). Assuming that all electrical parameters of the generator,
such as resistivity and inductance, are constant, both the time to peak and decay time
remain constant. Therefore, the standard waveform specification is maintained during
multiple impulse applications. A Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) pipe was vertically located at
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the center of the generator and both enclosed the output electrode and physically
supported the test article. A brass hemispherical output electrode was installed in a fixture
that could be moved up and down to set the gap distance between the electrode and test
article. A small gap between the electrode and test article resulted in an arc discharge that
was responsible for local arc attachment damage of the test panel.

Figure 2.2

MSU-HVL current impulse generator (looking down).

The PRSEUS panels were injected with simulated lightning impulses at different
spatial locations that spanned almost the entire surface of the panels. In other words,
mapping the arc attachment points required access to all portions of the panel surface
area, which required that the panels be easily moved and positioned over the brass
electrode. Considering the dimensions of the largest PRSEUS panel, horizontal PVC
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braces were added to the test stand to support the sides of the PRSEUS panels and to
position a panel easily with the desired injection point located over the brass electrode.
Figure 2.3 shows the equivalent electric circuit for the current generator. Because
eight capacitors are connected in parallel, the total capacitance of the circuit is 400 μF
(8×50 μF). A dump switch was designed to provide a grounding path for the capacitors to
ensure user safety before and after discharge. In this configuration, when the gap is
triggered, the spark gap between the output electrode and test article breaks down, and
the capacitors are discharged through 1 Ω resistors to the test article. Since the capacitors
and resistors are connected in parallel during the discharge of the energy, the equivalent
resistance of the circuit is 0.125 Ω. When the charging of the capacitors is complete and
the capacitors reach the target voltage, which usually takes a few minutes, the capacitor
bank is switched with a triggered gap that imposes the open-circuit voltage of the charged
capacitors to the gap formed between the hemispherical output electrode and the surface
of the test article. The resulting electrical arc carries the current stroke to the surface of
the test article. A given carbon-composite panel will conduct the current to the lateral
edges of the test article where attached copper braids are used to return the current
through the steel structure of the impulse current generator back to the capacitors.
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Figure 2.3

Equivalent electrical circuit of the current generator

The gap above the 10 k resistor is the dump switch, which bypasses the charging if
faulty situation arises. The gap switch represents the trigger switch, which is used to
manually initiate the breakdown. When the switch is triggered, the energy stored in the
400  F capacitor is released to the test article through 1 / 8  resistor and the gap switch,
which becomes a conductive path during the current discharge.

The waveform specification, such as rise and decay time durations, are controlled
by the natural transient response of the electrical circuit, and thus are constant during
successive current impulses. Again, this arises from the fact that all electrical parameters
of the generator (i.e., resistivity and inductance) are constant. The magnitude of the
current impulse can be controlled by varying the charging voltage of the capacitors and
negligible resistance contributed by the test article.
2.1.2

Application of current impulse to generic test article
A series of preliminary lightning tests were performed on 8×8 in 2 AS4/8552

carbon/epoxy laminated test articles. A more detailed description of the laminates is
addressed in the next chapter. Each laminate was placed between a small aluminum
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grounding strip and steel base plate (Figure 2.4a). All four edges of the laminate were
sanded to provide good electrical contact. Four copper braid wires were wrapped around
the edges of each test coupon, which covers the sanded area, and four aluminum strips
were bolted to the steel plate to firmly hold the test coupon and copper braid wires in
place. An acrylic plate, whose dimensions are similar to the test coupon, was placed in
between the test coupon and the steel plate to prevent through-thickness current from
flowing from the composite laminate directly to the steel base plate. Instead, the preferred
in-plane current path was to the edges of the test coupon. The steel plate was grounded to
the structure on the corners using four tin-coated copper braid straps. The position of the
test coupon on the PVC pipe is shown in Figure 2.4b. A small gap (9-25 mm/0.351.00 in) was set between the electrode and the test coupon to allow for an arc discharge.
This gap carries the current stroke to the surface of the test coupon and is responsible for
the local arc attachment damage to the test panel.

Figure 2.4

Lightning strike testing: (a) grounding condition and (b) test coupon
placement
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2.2
2.2.1

Laboratory-scale lightning strike testing conditions
High impulse current switch
In order to facilitate impulse current testing of PRSEUS panels, a custom switch

to manually fire the generator and initiate the current discharge was designed and
implemented in the current generator. In addition, a support structure was developed to
position a large PRSEUS panel over the electrode and to control the panel/electrode gap.
The “Trigatron spark gap switch” (Figure 2.5) is a two electrode switch that operates in
air. Two electrodes face each other and provide a high current discharge path. The top
electrode is connected to the charged high voltage energy-storage capacitors and the
bottom electrode is grounded. The gap spacing between electrodes is adjustable. The gap
between the main electrodes should be set so that the air between the electrodes will
break down upon application of a trigger pulse through a spark plug at the target voltage.
If the gap is too large, the air will not break down, while a short gap will self-ignite
before reaching the desired charging voltage. Table 3.1 shows the peak lightning
currents, corresponding charging voltage, and gap spacing between electrodes. When the
arc bridges the main electrodes, the electrodes experience a significant thermal stress and
can suffer from surface vaporization, known as electrode wear. The electrodes were
brushed and wiped after each shot to reduce the likelihood of un-triggered selfbreakdown of the main gap during charging of the energy storage capacitors.
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Figure 2.5

Trigatron spark gap switch constructed for current impulse evaluations

Table 2.1

Trigatron spark gap spacing and charging voltage at each lightning peak
current levels
Nominal Peak
Lightning Current
(kA)
50
125
200

2.2.2

Charging
Voltage
(kV)
10
24
38

Nominal
Gap Spacing
(in)
0.35
0.60
1.00

Artificial lightning current waveform
Figure 2.6 shows recorded MSU-HVL waveforms of the current impulse applied

to the PRSEUS panels for 50, 125, and 200 kA nominal peak currents. The decay time
(T2) is within the tolerance range of waveform A, but the rise time (T1) of the applied
current impulse is longer than the tolerance range specified by SAE ARP 5412 B [12].
However, the waveform conforms to the intended double exponential waveform with
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similar temporal characteristics as shown in the standard. It is therefore representative of
natural lightning and may be used to assess lightning effects in laminated carbon/epoxy
structures.

Figure 2.6

2.2.3

MSU-HVL current impulse waveforms with 50, 125, and 200 kA peak
currents

Electrical grounding conditions
Electrical current requires a complete path to flow in any material. The current

discharge is injected through a hemispherical brass electrode to the test article. To
provide a strong current extraction point, the edges of the PRSEUS panels were sanded to
remove the paint and expose the carbon/epoxy skin’s outermost ply. Four braided copper
wires were placed on the panel edges using aluminum angle strips and were secured
using clamps. Each aluminum strip was bolted to another braided wire that was
connected to the grounded structure of the generator. Figure 2.7 shows the grounding
configuration of a PRSEUS panel.
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Figure 2.7

Grounding the sanded PRSEUS panel using braided wire, clamps, and
aluminum strips

The final performance of the triggered impulse current generator (as measured by
the number of triggered discharges applied to the PRSEUS panels) was able to accurately
inject current at the 50 and 125 kA peak impulse levels. However, reliability declined for
the 200 kA impulses primarily due to limitations of the Trigatron main spark gap and
variations in the ambient environment in the MSU-HVL. Changes in seasonal
temperature and humidity during the months of testing may also have increased the
number of breakdowns. At higher voltages, inhomogeneity becomes more dominant and
breakdown values start to deviate from Pashcen’s law and other established values
[32, 33]. Self-triggered discharges can occur during charging of the energy storage
capacitors and, thus, reduce the current below the intended 200 kA peak lighting current.
However, a significant number of higher current (>125 kA) impulses were successfully
applied such that initial conclusions can be drawn. In the future, a redesigned enclosed
spark gap with strict gas pressure and composition control can be used to reduce the
variability in the highest impulse current levels.
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CHAPTER III
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING STRIKE EXPERIMENT ON CARBON/EPOXY
COMPOSITE LAMINATES AND PRSEUS PANELS
3.1

Artificial lightning experiments to composite laminates
A series of lightning strikes were performed to baseline carbon fiber/epoxy

laminates. The layup was chosen to be consistent with the single PRSEUS skin stack, it
included 9 ply laminates roughly 20 cm by 20 cm. A series of lightning strikes with
varying peak current levels were applied to unprotected laminates to laminates that were
bonded to traditional aircraft grade Copper Mesh (CM) as well as laminates having a thin
layer of Pitch Carbon Fiber Paper (PCFP) bonded to the outer surface. The purpose of the
tests on the protected laminates was to develop a lightweight carbon based lightning
strike protection system that would provide an alternative to traditional heavy copper
meshes.
3.1.1

Sample preparation
A number of carbon/epoxy laminated test samples were fabricated. A baseline

laminate had nine plies of a Hexcel AS4/8552 carbon/epoxy unidirectional prepreg with
ply orientations given by [+45/-45/0/0/90/0/0/-45/+45] that identify the orientation of the
fibers in each layer. Such laminates serve to establish a baseline material configuration
for assessing lightning-induced damage development. In addition, a number of protected
laminate coupons were fabricated that include an additional outer ply that serves as a
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lightning protection layer. Two types of protection layers were considered: i) a traditional
CM commonly used for aircraft lightning strike protection and ii) a single layer of highly
conductive PCFP. These protected composites were manufactured by co-curing the
protection layer to the baseline laminate coupon using the manufacturer’s recommended
curing schedule [34]. An expanded CM impregnated with toughened epoxy resin (Redux
330 MPCU, Hexcel [35] with a nominal thickness 0.1 mm was used in this study. As for
the PCFP outer layer, a commercial grade PCFP (Donacarbo Paper, Osaka Gas Chemical
[36] that has a nominal thickness of 0.5 mm was employed. The baseline laminate
coupon has a fiber orientation θ =+45°. In this study, the protected laminate coupons
were used to assess the viability of various lightning protection layers. Table 3.1 includes
the lab-scale lightning strike test matrix for carbon/epoxy laminate coupons.
Table 3.1

Lightning strike test matrix for carbon/epoxy composite laminates
Protection
# of
layer
Replicatesa

Type

Dimensions (mm)
Layupb
Width Length Thickness

Unprotected

-

4-8

203.2

203.2

1.16

[+45/-45/0/0/90/0/0/-45/+45]

Protected

CMc

2-4

203.2

203.2

1.16

[+45/-45/0/0/90/0/0/-45/+45]

Protected

PCFPd

2-4

203.2

203.2

1.16

[+45/-45/0/0/90/0/0/-45/+45]

a Per each peak current.
b Baseline laminate has a quasi-isotropic layup
c Copper mesh (CM),
d Pitch carbon fiber paper (PCFP)

3.1.2

Boundary condition and grounding
Boundary condition of the experimental setup determines the current distribution

and has significant effect on the output results. In carbon/epoxy laminates, the
distribution of electrical current depends on both the least resistance path (i.e., along the
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fiber direction) and the grounding conditions. In fact, electrical grounding is the electrical
zero potential that provides the current extraction point. The test article was placed
between the small aluminum strip for grounding and the base steel plate. To provide a
good electrical contact, the edges of the test article were sanded off. Four braid wires
were wrapped around the edges of the test coupon, which covers the sanded area, and
four aluminum strips were bolted to the steel plate to firmly hold the test coupon and the
copper braid wires in place. An acrylic plate, whose dimension is similar to the test
coupon, was placed in between the test coupon and the steel plate to prevent current
flowing from the back of the panel directly to the steel backing plate. Instead, the
preferred current path was to the edge of the test coupon. The steel plate was grounded to
the structure on the corners using four tinned copper braid straps. To investigate the
effects of grounding conditions on the damage development in the laminate coupons, two
electrical grounding conditions were established: i) grounding two opposite edges of the
laminate coupons to force the directional conduction path and ii) grounding all four edges
to ensure evenly distributed electrical zero potential throughout the edges of the top
lamina of the test coupons. This boundary condition and grounding method limit the
current to leave the laminate through the edges. This unidirectional test coupon was
grounded with copper strips on all four edges.
3.1.3

Results
We performed a series of lightning strike tests to laminated composites, and

multiple shots at three test levels, 50 kA, 125kA, and 200 kA nominal peak current, were
applied to the test samples to investigate the lightning damage. Table 3.2 contains a
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summary of the simulated impulse currents applied to non-protected laminates, CMprotected, and PCFP-protected laminates.
Table 3.2

Simulated current discharges applied to laminated samples

Test Coupon

Peak
Current
Level [𝒌𝑨]

Shot
No.

Measured
Simulated
Current [𝒌𝑨]

1

49.0

2

51.4

3

52.6

1

120.6

2

126.0

1

189.0

2

202.0

50

1

57.0

125

1

134.8

50

1

50.2

125

1

122.8

50

Unprotected

125

200

CM-Protected
PCFP-Protected

The lightning-induced damage includes, i) fiber damage (i.e., breakage and tow
splits), ii) matrix decomposition, and iii) delamination in the vicinity of the attachment
points. The approximate size of the carbon fiber damage, matrix damage, and
delamination increased as the peak current increased. The induced damage to the test
samples caused by actual 51 kA, 126 kA, and 189 kA lightning currents is shown in
Figure 3.1. The fiber-damaged regions were typically elliptical and aligned along the top
lamina’s fiber direction and increased with an increase of peak currents.
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Figure 3.1

Lightning damage to unprotected composite laminates subjected to
artificial lightning strikes
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Severe fiber damage occurred in the vicinity of the lightning attachment points as
a result of thermal contraction and ablation. Lightning damage formation is a
consequence of a rapid temperature increase resulting from Joule heating and mechanical
pressure [13]. The sudden temperature increase is due to the rapid expansion of the air
surrounding and within the lightning arc channel [13]. Carbon fibers can also fracture due
to dynamic thermal strains [30]. Carbon fibers have a negative thermal expansion
coefficient in their axial directions, which means that the fibers contract as the
temperature rises. This contraction can cause thermal strain, tendency of carbon fiber to
reshape in response to the temperature change that breaks the carbon fibers near the
lightning attachment point. In other words, the resulting significant thermal strains can
lead to considerable contraction leading to fiber breakage/rupture, as well as tow splitting
and fiber matrix decohesion. Furthermore, carbon fibers are thermally damaged at
elevated temperatures. If the local temperature exceeds the 3316˚C carbon fiber
sublimation begins to occur [37].
Figure 3.1a shows a representative 9 ply carbon epoxy laminate that was struck
with 50 kA nominal peak current. At this current level, there is a small degree of visible
surface damage, which is evidence of the matrix decomposition, and also, some smallscale delamination visible from surface, tow splitting, and some minor fiber ruptures. As
the current level is increased to 125 kA and 200 kA, shown in Figure 3.1b and Figure
3.1c, there is a region of severe fiber damage at the attachment point location in the outer
45o ply. The damage tends to elongate along the primary conduction path, illustrated by
the oval red ellipse. Inside of that ellipse, fairly substantial damage can be observed that
has obvious matrix decomposition, fiber breaks, tow splits, etc. Moreover, the dashed
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yellow line on the outside is a rough outline of obvious delamination that was visible
from the surface. In the right hand column of images, there are obvious broken tows
splaying out of the surface. Many fiber breaks and tow splits along the primary
conduction path are present. If the specimen is inspected closely, there is significant
obvious damage to the underlying -45 ply. Inspecting the damaged area at 189 kA peak
current reveals that there is obvious damage that has penetrated multiple layers through
the specimen thickness. Moreover, the lightning damage to the laminated test samples
penetrated to the first ply at 51 kA, second ply at 126 kA, and third ply at 189 kA out of
nine plies. Therefore, as the current level rises, the damaged area becomes more severe,
and the size and severity of the extreme damage near attachment point is more
widespread, and delamination is visible from the surface.
The regions of fiber breakage in the +45˚ outer ply and in the underlying -45˚ ply
drastically increased as the peak current increased. The measured regions of severe fiber
damage in +45˚ outer plies varied from 25.2 cm2 (51 kA), 40.6 cm2 (126 kA,), and 121.3
cm2 (189 kA). Higher peak current generates markedly greater lightning damage (carbon
fiber damage, matrix decomposition, delamination, etc.). This makes sense since the
degree of Joule heating is proportional to the electrical energy, which is also proportional
to the square of the applied electrical current or action integral. Higher peak currents
produce greater electrical energy at the same rise and decay time durations thus, lead to
more Joule heating (i.e., more thermal damage). Surface inspection of the damaged
laminates showed that higher peak currents inflicted deeper through-thickness damage
(i.e., noticeable fiber damage in inner plies), and thermal damage penetration observed by
surface examinations increased at higher current peak amplitudes.
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In addition, we performed a series of tests to protected laminates were performed,
shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2a-b, show two unprotected laminates subjected 50 and
125 kA nominal peak current. Figure 3.2c-d show same layup a traditional CM is
included on the outer surface. Quantity A* is the visible surface damage that has been
normalized by the peak damage that observed with 200 kA. A* simply denotes an area
where there was light epoxy adhesive scorching. No evidence of copper mesh ablation
has been observed. Figure 3.2e-f shows laminates that had a bonded on PCFP layer.
Fairly small amounts of surface damage compared to the unprotected laminate were
observed.

Figure 3.2

Induced lightning damage to (a and b) unprotected laminates, (c and d)
CM-protected laminate, (e and f) PCFP-protected laminates due to 50 kA
and 125 kA nominal peak current
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Surface observation showed that the CM-protected samples did not suffer from
any damage, for instance melting or ablation at the vicinity of the lightning attachment
points. The lightning effect to the CM-protected laminates was characterized by scorched
regions observed in the protection layers. The CM-protected laminates remained
physically undamaged in scorched regions. The observed soot regions were much larger
than the surface damage regions in the unprotected composites for the same current peak
amplitudes. These scorched regions were circular and not elongated in the underlying
composite top lamina’s fiber direction (+45˚) due to CM’s isotropic material properties.
The scorched regions in the CM were approximately 2.5×2.5 cm 2 (57 kA, Figure 3.2c)
and 10×14 cm2 (135 kA, Figure 3.2d). No delamination was observed between the
CM/ply interface and between the inner plies after lightning strikes.
Figure 3.2 shows a considerable difference between lightning-induced damage to
the PCFP-protected laminate test coupons and that of the CM-protected laminate test
coupons. PCFP-protected ablation and fiber damage of the underlying based laminate
were primary indicative of the lightning damage to the PCFP-protected laminate coupon.
At 50 kA current peak amplitude, the surface damage occurring in the top +45˚ ply of the
PCFP-protected laminate was much smaller than in the unprotected laminate (Figure
3.2e). The lightning damage was elliptical with the semi-major axis aligned in the
composite top lamina’s fiber direction (+45˚). The elliptical domain with surface damage,
which includes PCFP ablation and fiber damage in the underlying composite subjected to
a 57 kA peak current, was approximately one-half of the surface-damaged region of the
unprotected composite’s top lamina. This indicates that the use of a PCFP protective
layer can mitigate damage development in the underlying laminates. The lightning
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damage to the PCFP-protected laminates penetrated to the first ply of the underlying
laminate at 123 kA peak current. Note that in Figure 3.2e and Figure 3.2f, the PCFPprotected composite had a checkered-shaped pattern, resulting from different degrees of
bonding between the PCFP and the baseline laminate; light grey color indicates less
bonding than dark grey color. The PCFP outer lay may have a different lightning
protection capability depending on the bonding condition. However, this is beyond the
scope of this study.
3.2

Artificial lightning experiments to PRSEUS panels

3.2.1

Structural concept of PRSEUS
The laminate testing motivated full lightning strike tests on the PRSEUS panel.

The concept of a novel integrated composite panel was introduced and developed by The
Boeing Company for NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) [36–38]. The main advantage
of the PRSEUS concept over traditional composite laminates arises from the use of throughthickness Vectran™ stitches. These stitches form bridging zones that improves out-of-plane
delamination resistance [39, 40]. In addition, it was reported [43] that a wing design
incorporating the PRSEUS instead of the stiffened composite results in 9% weight saving.
The results are evidences of the potential of the PRSEUS concept in the structure of the
aircraft.
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Figure 3.3

Structural concept of PRSEUS

NASA LaRC delivered three and The Boeing Company delivered one PRSEUS panel
to MSU for the purpose of lightning strike experiments. Artificial lightning strikes

corresponding to the SAE standard current waveform [12] of 50, 125, and 200 kA
nominal peak current were generated. Two panels had a white paint coating applied to the
outer surface. It is interesting to inspect the effects of insulating paint or surface coating
on damage development. The paint on the edges are sanded to apply good grounding
condition, and the through-Vectran stitching is marked using a marker. 40 strike tests
were performed on two different PRSEUS panel. Fig 4.4a shows the panel with most of
the insulating paint sanded off, prior to the lightning strike testing, to assess the effect of
the paint on the damage development. Additionally, 16 strikes were conducted to the
second painted panel.
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Figure 3.4

Lightning-damaged PRSEUS panel after the application of the simulated
lightning currents to the a) sanded and b) painted panels.

Figure 3.4 includes squares, circles, and pentagons defining both the current level
applied and the location of the current application. One of the objective of these
experiments was to assess the effect of the thorough thickness Vectran stitching on
lightning damage mitigation. Therefore, the panels tested had a combination of stringers
and frames on the backside that were stitched together. We applied strikes at 50, 125,
200 kA nominal peak current to several different locations: i) mid-bay between stringers,
basically to establish a baseline level of damage for a given peak current level where
there was no stitching, ii) Frame/stringer intersection, iii) stringer, and iv) frame. A
number of strikes were performed right on top of the stringer location where the lightning
attachment would correspond to the stich line. Moreover, a number of strikes were
applied to the frame locations, and at frame-stringer interconnections. Next to each
symbol, there is a number that corresponds to the measured peak current amplitude for
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the given test. In conclusion, more visible damage occurs in the painted panel for a given
current level compared to the unpainted panel. Table 3.3 lists the number of lightning
strike tests for each attachment location.
Table 3.3

Lightning strike tests on PRSEUS panels

PRSEUS

Target
Peak Current
(kA)

Sanded
Panel

Painted
Panel

Number of Tests
Mid-bay Stringer

Frame

Frame-Stringer
Intersection

Total

50a

1

1

-

-

2

50

3

3

3

3

12

125

3

3

-

-

6

200

2

2

-

-

4

50

3

2

1

1

7

125

2

2

1

2

7

200

1

1

-

-

2

Total number of lightning strike tests
a

40

Initial calibriation tests.

3.2.2

Strikes on mid-bay location
Figure 3.5 shows a strike on mid-bay painted skin, in between stitch lines. A

difference in the nature of the damage is clearly observed for the same current level when
comparing the damage on mid-bay to the damage that arose on top of a stringer. Broken
fibers are sticking out of the surface. Figure 3.6 shows another 125 kA strike at mid-bay.
Clearly, the tendency in the damage distribution tends to be along the fiber direction. At
this current amplitude, some of the damage leaked over between stitched lines associated
with the stringer.

50

Fiber
Direction

Figure 3.5

Damage to mid-bay location caused by 49.8 kA Simulated lightning current

While, in case of the 50 kA strike on mid-bay the damage remains between the
stringers. Localized burning right at the attachment point was also observed, which is
very common at higher current strikes. At higher current amplitudes, the materials tend to
ignite to some degree.

Fiber
Direction

Figure 3.6

Damage to mid-bay location caused by 124 kA simulated lightning current
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A very close image of the damage from a 200kA strike to the mid-bay location
between stringers is shown in Figure 3.7. The observation and the damage pattern, was
fairly characteristics of strikes to the PRSEUS panels. There was a region of intense local
damage in the vicinity of lightning attachment point that includes large degree of matrix
decomposition, fiber breaks, tow splitting, and large scale tows splaying out of the
composite surface. Outside of that region of intense local damage, there is periodic
distribution of small-scale fiber brakes. Scattered tufts of broken carbon fibers splay
through the surface highlighted by lavender ellipse. In the zoomed image, the appearance
of those small broken tufts of fibers, appear to correlate pretty well with the periodicity of
warp knit polyester threads used to knit the skin stacks together.

Figure 3.7

Damage corresponds to 200kA at mid-bay location between stringers
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3.2.3

Strikes on stringer location
When unstitched laminates were tested, compared to stitched laminates, the fibers

protruding from the surface tends to be much more pronounced. Bigger damaged area
and fibers are sticking out. Figure 3.8 shows a strike right on top of a stringer at 50.6 kA
peak current amplitude, and the blue lines indicate approximately where the stitch lines
are.

Fiber
Direction

Figure 3.8

Damage to mid-bay location caused by 50.6 kA Simulated lightning current

A localized protrusion of the fibers protruding out of the surface can be seen in
Figure 3.8. For the most part, the domains where those fibers splay up, is restricted to the
regions between stitch lines. It is suspected that there is local electrical conduction and
temperature rise in fibers that primarily occurs +45o from horizontal line and that
conduction path exists beyond the boundary of stitching. Therefore, the stitching
constrained the damage.
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Figure 3.9 shows a similar strike at 125 kA nominal current amplitude, 2.5 times
the previous current to a stringer. Thus, there is a lot more damage, and it becomes more
acute. Nonetheless, even at higher current levels, the outer plane visible fiber damage
tends to be constrained between stitch lines. There are at least two mechanisms that
account for it. One is the fact that the force that wants to cause delamination is
suppressed by structural fiber of stitching running in through thickness direction.
Secondly, at the locations where stitching exists, the stitching pulls fibers closely together
and packs them tighter, before resin is introduced, which results in a higher electrical
conductivity at stitch points. Between the stitching, the contact between carbon fibers is
not strong, and electrical conductivity is lower.

Fiber
Direction

Figure 3.9

Damage to mid-bay location caused by 126 kA simulated lightning current
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The Vectran stitch line is an insulator and pulls the layer together tightly before
resin is introduced. The carbon has been displaced by the presence of a Vectran column,
but all the carbon fibers are brought together tightly, which makes the conductivity
higher. In a prepreg laminate, a layer of resin exists between plies, making through
thickness conductivity very poor, virtually nonexistent. In a PRESUES panel the fibers
are firmly packed before adding resin, which results in a laminate with a higher electrical
in-plane conductivity. Another interpretation is, as the fibers break, they do not come up
through that area as much, because the whole stack is mechanically held down or
clamped.
3.2.4

Strikes on stringer/frame intersection
Figure 3.10 shows a 125 kA strike at the center of a frame mid-bay between

stringers. At this higher current level, local damage is more pronounced. Furthermore, it
can be clearly observed that the damage tends to be constrained by the presence of the
stitch lines. A similar mechanism takes place where the fiber damage protruding out of
the surface tends to be restricted between the stiches. Blue lines sketched on the panels,
are associated with stitches that penetrate the entire stack up. Vertical black lines are
associated with the stitch locations that do not penetrate through the entire stack and
whole thickness. Similar damage manifestation as a function of relative position from the
center of the attachment point to the stitch lines is observed.
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Figure 3.10

3.3

Damage to stringer/frame intersection caused by 123 kA Simulated
lightning current

Summary
A number of artificial lightning strike tests with various peak currents were

performed on AS4/8552 carbon/epoxy laminated test samples to assess lightning-induced
damage development. Lightning-induced surface damage (and perhaps underlying
fiber/matrix damage and delamination) significantly increased as the peak current
increased. Severe carbon fiber damage (rupture or splitting) was one primary form of
lightning damage to the carbon/epoxy composites. The regions of intense local fiber
damage and matrix decomposition were fairly aligned along the top lamina’s fiber
direction. Two lightning protection layers were considered to reduce lightning damage to
the underlying laminate test coupons: i) a commonly used copper mesh ii) a highly
conductive PCFP. Both the CM and PCFP outer layers successfully mitigated the
lightning-induced damage development in the underlying test laminates. The size of the
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lightning induced-damage to the both CM-protected and PCFP-protected test laminates
were much smaller than those of the unprotected test laminates. The CM provided
excellent lightning protection capability and lightning damage did not penetrate the CMprotected laminate test coupons. Lightning protection capability of the PCFP outer layer
was not as effective as that of the CM. However, the observed surface damage to the
PCFP-protected laminate coupons was much smaller than that of the unprotected
laminate coupons. This indicates that the PCFP outer layer may serve as an efficient
lightning protection layer.
Multiple artificial lightning strikes were applied to the PRSEUS panels at
different current levels and various strike locations (mid-bay, stringer, frame, and the
intersection of frame and stringer). It can be deduced from the observations that the current

magnitude and strike location have a significant influence on the damage size and
damage pattern. One of the key observations was the impact of the stitching in confining
the damage distribution, and the stitching itself remains seemingly intact.
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF THE LIGHTNING INDUCED
DAMAGE ZONES
4.1

Introduction
A very interesting observation in the damage characterization of the composite

subjected to simulated lightning strikes is the damage created around the point of the
impact [31]. The damage at the attachment point could be dividable into distinct zones.
The primary domain of damage appeared at the point of current injection, and it is
associated with the severe composite damage. Beyond the apparent primary damage,
appears to be a less severe domain of damage, different from the primary in size and
geometry. Hence, the question arises regarding the cause of the widespread damage
formation surrounding the intensive damage area. It is referred to as “secondary domain
of damage,” and it requires a precise description to fully explain its mechanisms. To
better illustrate the difference between the damage domains, Figure 4.1 depicts a
representative damage location at the mid-bay subjected to a 120 kA actual peak current
amplitude. In the yellow rectangle (primary domain of damage) the domain of intense
local fiber damage elongated in +45 direction that corresponds to the ply orientation in
the outer most ply, can be seen. Surrounding that domain, red elliptical areas show small
tufts of fibers that cannot be simply explained by the current galvanic conduction.
Thereby, a plausible mechanism behind the formation of small tufts of broken fiber must
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be found. Explanations to why there is small-scale damage that occurs in the direction
orthogonal to the primary conduction path are needed. The issues pertaining to how the
lightning arc expands in the attachment point region during strike must be considered, as
well as the possibility of having magnetically induced currents that give a through
thickness force that can cause the fiber breaks.

Figure 4.1

Secondary domain of damage at the mid-bay subjected to 120 kA

Almost every one of the carbon composite laminates that have been subjected to
impulse currents exhibit the same pattern. The primary damage area is aligned with the
ply direction, where fibers act as current conductors that produce a highly aligned
conducting path for the attached lightning current, in the ways that metals do not. Unlike
metals, carbon fiber/epoxy composites sustain this linearly symmetric current conducting
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condition. In metals, conductivity is effectively isotropic, which means current flows
uniformly in all directions. There is no structural direction of the current in a preferred
direction that does not arise from the boundary condition, or from other external
influences like magnetic fields, which typically cause rotating current because of the
cylindrical symmetric nature of the lightning itself.
A composite laminate or PRSEUS panel each have a structure that forces the
current to be constrained along the fiber direction. The linear nature of the current
flowing in the structure has apparently such a profound effect that even the shape and
geometry of the lightning arc root, still in plasma, radically changes to a diamond shape
as opposed to axial symmetry like a cylinder. In [26] it has been directly observed with a
high speed imagery the formation of this linearized arc attachment shape. In addition, the
interesting spreading of surface modification called holes, mostly broken carbon fiber,
has been noticed where color looks like changes in carbon tows caused by excessive
heating or some surface change. It might not be caused by the current flowing in the
carbon tows, but could be the ionic bombardment from the plasma itself that spreads
across the surface. A series of simulated lightning strikes were conducted on AS4/350
carbon fiber/epoxy laminated composites and PRSEUS panels. The purpose of the
experiments were to prevent galvanic current conduction using slotted samples.
4.2

Expansion of electric arc
The motivation in looking at how the lightning arc changes during the strike was

several previous reports and studies [13, 16, 29, 42, and 43]. In a work recently
performed by Martins [26], some images of the lightning attachment arc as a function of
time have been presented (Figure 4.2), where the interaction of the arc channel and the
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surfaces it is attaching was studied. He investigated the arc shape, induced shockwave,
and characteristic length. Figure 4.2a corresponds to the lightning arc root expansion as a
function of time for an unpainted aluminum plate. The diameter of the arc channel
increases drastically with time. Figure 4.2b shows a painted aluminum plate where paint
acts as an insulating layer. First, the lightning arc expands following the expansion of arc
channel. Later, as the paints deteriorates and decomposes, the arc root tends to remain
much more concentrated in the vicinity of the attachment point. This may partially
explain why the painted panels displayed worse damage, because the current injection is
concentrated to a much smaller area.

Figure 4.2

Lightning arc root expansion over time to (a) unpainted aluminum and
(b) painted aluminum, adopted from [26]

The same study looked at what happens to arc root expansion in a carbon fiber
epoxy laminate, shown in Figure 4.3. The same type of phenomenon was observed,
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however the arc channel meeting with the composite surface had a complex shape.
Figure 4.3a shows the lightning attachment root as a function of time parallel to the fiber
direction, and a certain expansion of the lightning attachment root is noticed. Figure 4.3b
show the arc root expansion transverse to the fiber direction, where the arc expansion in
each direction is clearly different. The arc root has a diamond shape, and arc expansion in
transverse direction is three times greater than that of along the fiber direction. Therefore,
the arc root changes shape during the lightning event itself. This is an area worth probing
while in the past a constant arc diameter was assumed. In Martin’s work [26], the spotshaped damage were reported, and he speculated that it might be associated with the arc
expansion in the transverse direction.

Figure 4.3

Lightning arc root expansion over time to a composite laminate
(a) parallel to the fiber direction and (b) transverse to the fiber direction
adopted from [26]
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Kawakami [29] has also investigated the lightning effects and damage
development in a composite due to a lightning strike, including determining electrical
properties of a composite when subjected to the lightning discharge. In addition, the arc
channel expansion of 30 kA current impulses to carbon fiber/epoxy composites was
investigated using high-speed imaging. He reported that the arc development to a 0 o
laminate were noticeably different from a 90o laminate, and he concluded that the arc
channel expanded faster in the transverse direction, which is consistent with the results
presented in [26].
This astonishing high-speed imagery shows a very clear evidence of significantly
different symmetry in the arc expansion. This is probably further evidence of the change
in symmetry in the magnetic field associated with current paths. In the aluminum panel,
axisymmetric properties were observed as expected. In the carbon fiber laminates,
different current paths due to the orientation of the fibers on the outermost lamina will
significantly change the magnetic field distribution. The distinction between the two
cases, arc root expansion on an aluminum and a composite, can possibly account for the
asymmetrical damage development to a composite around the attachment point. Another
hypothesis to explain the initiation of secondary domain of damage is the magnetically
induced currents in the composite due to the highly time-varying primary current.
However, the observation of the asymmetric arc root expansion is not necessarily an
independent hypothesis. These two mechanisms can be correlated. This hypothesis with
2D and 3D multiphysics simulation is explored to unify the explanation for our
observations and those of Martins [46].
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4.3

Magnetically induced currents
Another possibility is that magnetically induced currents are generated because of

the time varying magnetic field that accompanies the lightning strike. The magnetic field
due to the strike induces eddy currents in the plane of the composite that oppose the
change of magnetic field. This gives rise to magnetically induced current or secondary
currents that flow parallel to the primary current path. In this case, they flow in the
direction of the primary fibers, and they are offset laterally from the primary conduction
path. It may be one factor that gives rise to the formation of the tufts or broken fibers.
The magnetic field around an infinite conductor carrying electric current can be
determined by using Amperes Law:

Ñ
 B.dl   I
0

 B

0 I
2 r

(4.1)

here, 𝐵 is the magnetic field density in Nm/A, 𝐼 is the current in 𝐴, 𝑟 is the radial distance
from the conducting wire in 𝑚, and 𝜇 is the permeability of air. The magnetic fields are
vector lines that encircle the conductor. Their strength can be given using Equation (4.1)
and their direction is derived by the right-hand rule. As shown in Figure 4.4, when the
thumb points along the current direction, curving the fingers around the wire shows the
direction of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4.4

Right-hand rule shows direction of the magnetic field lines

In case, the wire is finite, the magnetic field can be found by:

Figure 4.5

A finite conducting wire carrying current I [47]

𝐵=

sin(𝜃 ) − sin(𝜃 )

(4.2)

The magnetic flux is defined as the surface integral of the magnetic field over a
closed surface,
𝜑 = ∫ 𝐵 . 𝑑𝐴,

(4.3)

where, 𝜑 is the magnetic flux (𝑊𝑏). Faraday's law of induction states that a time varying
magnetic flux passing through a closed conductor induces an electromagnetic force that
gives rise to current flowing in the circuit. The magnitude of the induced electromotive
force, namely electric potential, is equal to the time derivative of the magnetic flux.

 

d
dt
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(4.4)

When a moving electric charge is in the presence of a magnetic field, it
experiences the magnetic force or the Lorentz force. Therefore, when a current density J
is exposed to the magnetic field 𝐵, a magnetic force is applied to the current, and the
acting force on the current can be found by,

ur ur ur
F  J B ,

(4.5)

where 𝐹 is the force in 𝑁, J is the current density in 𝐴 𝑚 .
4.4

Secondary current in composite laminates
Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of composite panel struck by a lightning arc. It is

assumed that the lightning strikes the center of the panel, and the fibers are aligned in the
horizontal direction. The edges of panel are considered as the grounding boundary
condition, thus, the current exits the panel through the edges. In Figure 4.6a, the “X”
denotes the lightning attachment point, and the induced currents are showing
schematically to be fairly small there. In addition, magnetic forces induced in the through
thickness direction may play a role in the broken fibers splaying through the surface.
When the current is injected to the center, it tends to flow along the fiber direction. The
arc channel and the resultant primary current have a transient nature. The primary
currents create magnetic fields in the yz plane. The time varying magnetic field generates
eddy currents in the xy plane, such that they oppose the change of the primary magnetic
fields. Eddy currents are induced currents that circle magnetic field lines. They
algebraically sum in this geometry so that the resultant induced or secondary current
tends to be parallel to the primary current and opposite in direction. From the schematic
shown in Figure 4.6(b), it can be observed that:
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Fiber Direction

Figure 4.6

Schematic of the lightning arc attachment and associated magnetic fields to
the composite laminate
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 The magnetic fields caused by the arc channel is in the xy plane.
 The magnetic fields caused by the primary currents are in the yz plane.
 The interaction of the magnetic field caused by the arc channel and induced
current results in a force in z-direction (out of plane).
 The interaction of the magnetic field caused by primary currents and induced
currents results in a force in y direction.
4.5

Experimental validation
In order to assess this hypothesis, the magnetically induced currents leading to

additional damage, several other experiments were performed. The methodology of the
experiment is shown schematically in Figure 4.7. Assuming the fiber direction is in
horizontal direction, strike currents were applied to the composite on one side of slot
machined in the composite. The finite cut line separates the sample into two halves,
while allowing at conduction between the two halves along the edges. The argument is
that the galvanic current flow cannot cross the slot. The cut prevents lateral galvanic
current conduction across the slot, while permitting magnetically induced currents in the
isolated section. The interaction between the induced current and the magnetic field from
the arc (not shown in the Figure 4.7) should create a force in the z-direction normal to the
surface. If there is a damage in the isolated half of the composite, it is likely attributable
to the magnetically induced current rather than galvanic current. In other words, if
damage occurs across the cut-line, it is likely caused by a magnetically induced
secondary current. A series of simple tests to the laminated composites were conducted
where the fiber direction is in horizontal direction, and a slot was machined parallel to the
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fiber direction. Figure 4.8 shows a composite laminate, with a cut line (slot), subjected to
121 kA artificial lightning current. There is clearly evidence of surface damage on either
side of the slot. In this specimen, the attachment point was below the slot (main half), and
as can be seen, there is evidence of more severe damage below the slot that would
correspond to the damage associated with galvanic current conduction. In addition, above
the slot, some additional surface damage appear that may be associated with arc
expansion. To further test this hypothesis, another specimen was machined where the slot
was perpendicular to the fiber direction. Therefore, galvanic current conduction across
the slot was inhibited. The slot blocks primary current conduction from the attachment
point to the isolated half and the magnetic field is much attenuated in the isolated half due
to the absence of the primary current. Figure 4.9 illustrates schematically the reasoning
behind this experiment.

Figure 4.7

Methodology of the experiment, the slot inhibits current conduction
in transverse direction
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Figure 4.8

Composite laminate subjected to 121 kA artificial lightning current
A cut line was machined to the specimen prior to the test

Fiber Direction

Figure 4.9

Methodology of the experiment, the slot inhibits current conduction
in two the isolated half
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Figure 4.10 shows the specimen after the current application, where the current
was restrained to flow from left to right. There was no damage on the right-hand side of
the slot, but there was more widespread damage perpendicular to the fiber direction on
the side of attachment point. In conclusion, the lack of damage in the isolated half
suggests little or no induced secondary current in the isolated half. In addition, a change
in the pattern of the damage area in the non-isolated half may reflect a change in the
boundary condition caused by the perpendicular cut. It must be noted that both edges of
the specimen, the edges of the main half and isolated half, were grounded to prevent the
effect of the boundary condition, and the current was free to flow in either sides.

Figure 4.10

Composite laminate subjected to 116 kA artificial lightning current
A cut line was machined to the specimen prior to the test
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4.6

Testing on PRSEUS panel
A series of strikes were applied to the mid-bay location on PRSEUS panel at

nominal 50 kA and 125 kA current level. To investigate the arc expansion of the
simulated lightning strikes, several configuration and treatments were implemented
surrounding the point of impact on the PRSEUS panel. Figure 4.11 shows the surface
configuration and treatment for simulated lightning strikes locations. The “X” denotes the
intended lightning attachment point. The purpose of the slots is to inhibit the current from
flowing across the air gap, and therefore, to refute galvanic current damage as the
mechanism for any damage development beyond the slot. The proposed strike locations
and treatments are as follows:
 Three strikes were applied near the slots that were machined parallel to the fiber
direction.
 Three strikes were applied near the slots that were machined perpendicular to the
fiber direction.
 Two strikes were applied near the filled slots that were machined parallel to
stringer. With this configuration, it can be assessed if the current discharge can
cross the air gap created by the slot.
 Three shots were applied to a location where the surrounding of the arc
attachment was covered with insulating tape.
 Four shots were applied to a location where the surrounding of the arc attachment
was covered partially with insulating acrylic tape.
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Figure 4.11
4.6.2

Top view of the lightning strike locations on the slotted PRSEUS panel

Testing on machined PRSEUS panel
The damage due to simulated lightning strikes to the slotted PRSEUS panel,

where the slot was parallel to the fiber direction on outer-most ply, is shown in Figure
4.12. As can be seen, the intense local damage at the attachment point is accompanied by
the surrounding surface damage. The widespread surface damages are formed on both
sides of the slot, and hence, the damage appeared over the slot could not be associated
with the galvanic current conduction or arc crossing the air gap. For the two other
118.4 kA and 136 kA shots (Figure 4.12b-c), the damage did not cross the slot that might
be due to a relatively thick insulating paint layer of the PRSEUS panel. However, for
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these shots the primary damage zone is evidently larger, which could be attributable to
the concentration of the arc channel at the attachment point.

Figure 4.12

Strikes to mid-bay with the slot parallel to the fiber direction

Three more shots were applied to the PRSEUS panel to mid-bay with the slot
perpendicular to the fiber direction. The induced damage due to simulated lightning
strikes are shown in Figure 4.13. No visible damage appeared over the slot, and the air
gap created by the slot prevented any possible widespread damage over the slot. In fact,
the secondary damage zone is negligible on both sides, which could again be associated
with the thick insulating paint layer and arc concentration at the attachment point.
Moreover, several parallel strips with severe fiber damage have been observed, aligned
with the fiber direction, a very short distance from the primary damage zone. They cannot
be considered as the secondary damage zone because their shape and pattern is quite
different than that of the widespread damage or tufts formation. This isolated intense
damage could arise from the interaction between the arc channel and the anode (i.e.,
PRSEUS surface). At very high current discharge levels, the anode becomes very active
and plays a dominant role in arc-anode attachment process. The insulating paint layer
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covering the surface of the PRSEUS may not be uniform, and can potentially distort the
anode contribution in arc root development. This concept will be explained further in
Chapter 5.

Figure 4.13

Strikes to mid-bay with the slot perpendicular to the fiber direction

These promising results do not conclusively prove the magnetically induced
current and/or lightning arc expansion as a mechanism behind the secondary domain of
damages. By introducing the slot in the experiments, some other competing hypotheses,
such as lateral current conduction, have been refuted. In addition, it is speculated that the
proposed mechanisms, magnetically induced current and arc root expansion, can
potentially coexist at the same time and be correlated, and these two are mechanisms
behind the damage development in the composites. We will strive to continue to probe
this notion of magnetically induced current as well as the possibility of changes in the arc
root expansion that may lead to different types of damage in the composites.
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4.6.3

Filled-slot test
In addition to the machined slots discussed previously, one slot was made parallel

to the stringer and it was filled with silicon paste, which has insulating properties. Two
shots were applied near the slot, and the purpose was to inspect if the silicon paste suffers
from any damage or scorching. Figure 4.14 shows the two strikes near the filled slot.

Figure 4.14

Simulated lightning damage near filled slot subjected to a current level of
(a) 100.4 kA and (b) 58 kA

In this experiment, the filled slot is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the fiber
direction, and it is aligned 45 degrees with respect to the fiber direction. Therefore, unlike
the previous tests with hollow slots where the air acted as a gaseous insulator, the purpose
of the test was to evaluate if the current discharge could travel across the silicon paste,
which acts as a solid insulator. A solid insulator can become conductive under extreme
conditions such as a massive current flow or an external electric field. Its change in the
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conductivity is typically followed by irreversible deformation. Careful inspection near the
attachment point in Figure 4.14 shows that the silicon paste within the slot was relatively
undamaged and untouched (slight surface scorching due to an excessive heating was
observed). Since the galvanic current cannot flow through the filled slot, the observed
damage on the isolated side of the slot appears to be a result of magnetically induced
current or the expanding lightning arc.
4.6.4

Testing with insulating covers
The tests with the machined panel disprove the galvanic current conduction as the

cause of the secondary wide spread damage. However, those tests were incapable of
evaluating the role of magnetically induced forces and arc expansion to account for the
secondary domain of damage. To further probe the mechanism for the tufts formation, a
series of experiments were performed where the surrounding of the attachment points
were covered partially or completely with insulating tape or an acrylic plate. The reason
behind this approach is to isolate the magnetic forces to account for the damage in the
area that are covered with insulating tape or acrylic plate. It can be explained by the fact
that the insulating cover inhibits the arc expansion, while allows the magnetic field to
flow freely. Therefore, magnetic forces were not disrupted because the permeability of
the insulating tape or acrylic plate is one, which is similar to air permeability.
Nevertheless, the arc expansion could not damage those areas because the insulating
medium prohibits any electron or ion from traveling from the arc channel to the anode
surface. The only possibility was the tape burning or damaging due to excessive heat,
which can be easily distinguished form the secondary domain of damage.
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4.6.4.1

Insulating tape
Figure 4.15 shows the simulated lightning damage to several mid-bay locations

bounded by a 5 cm wide insulating tape. The tape was placed to make a rectangular area
around the attachment point, and the open area was roughly 16 cm 2. The intended point
of impact was the center of each rectangle. These images show the attachment point after
the application of shots and removing the tape. The tape boundary in black dotted line is
shown in Figure 4.15, and the yellow “X” mark denotes the actual attachment point.

Figure 4.15

Simulated lightning damage to a mid-bay location with the surrounding
covered by insulating tape

It can clearly be seen in Figure 4.15a-c that the damage development in all three
shots is restricted to the tape boundaries. While the edges of the tapes near the attachment
point were slightly burned or scorched, the widespread damage or tufts formation were
not observed in the area beyond the tape boundary. Therefore, the area covered by the
tape were visibly undamaged, despite of the tufts formation in the open area. For
example, in Figure 4.15b, the secondary domain of damage is noticeable, but it is strictly
limited by the tape boundary. The absence of widespread damage in the covered area is a
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manifestation of profound effect of the insulating tape on the damage development. The
insulating tape prevents any possible arc-anode interaction (i.e., the interaction between
the PRSEUS surface and the arc channel). In contrast, it does not influence the magnetic
field effects due to the galvanic current or the arc channel. Hence, the magnetic force
exerted to the nearby carbon fibers are not affected. Since the secondary domain of
damage vanished at the presence of the insulating tape, it can be stated that the
magnetically induced forces are not responsible for the widespread damage and tufts
formation.
4.6.4.2

Insulating acrylic plate
A series of additional shots were applied to the PRSEUS panel where the area

surrounding the attachment point were covered partially or completely using insulating
acrylic plates. Figure 4.16 shows different configuration of the acrylic placement near the
intended attachment point. These images show the damage to the simulated lightning
strike after the application of shots and removing the acrylic plate. The plate boundary in
blue dotted line is shown in Figure 4.16 and the yellow X mark denotes the actual
attachment point. Four strikes to the mid-bay were conducted with the insulating acrylic
plate covering the area near the attachment point. In two cases, Figure 4.16a-b with the
126 kA and 124.4 kA current magnitude, the acrylic plate was placed on one side of the
intended attachment point, and it was 45o with respect to the fiber direction in the
outermost ply. A 44.4 kA shot was applied to a mid-bay location where both sides were
covered with acrylic plate (Figure 4.16c). A 53.2 kA shot was applied at center of 3.5 in
circle, created by the acrylic plate.
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The images shown in Figure 4.16 are consistent with the results presented in
Section 4.6.4.1 regarding the damage being constrained to the insulating acrylic plate. No
damage has been observed in the area covered by the acrylic plate, and the intense
damage area and widespread damage existed only in the open area. The acrylic plate
plays the similar role to prevent the arc expansion while allowing the flow of magnetic
field. Therefore, it can be concluded that magnetically induced forces cannot be
accounted for the secondary domain of damage, and the damage is absent in the area that
the arc channel cannot interact with the anode surface.
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Figure 4.16

4.7

Simulated lightning damage to a mid-bay location with the surrounding
covered by insulating acrylic plate

Summary
In this chapter, the secondary domain of damage in a PRSEUS panel has been

observed, in a PRSEUS panel that is somewhat different from the carbon fiber/epoxy
laminates. Nonetheless, the same damage patterns appear in a fundamentally different
way than what is observed in composite laminate, yet still in the same transverse area,
and it is approximately the same geometry in terms of size related to the primary current.
The secondary domain of damage to PRSEUS panel subjected to simulated lightning
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current is interesting evidence that suggests a mechanism other than the galvanic current
conduction is responsible. The arc development is axisymmetric for aluminum and was
not axisymmetric in the carbon composite laminate, and no explanation for this effect has
been offered in the existing literature. The existing models cannot account for the damage
formation transverse to primary conduction path, and a purely galvanic conduction model
of primary lightning current cannot explain the secondary damage in the slotted
composite test coupons. A possible explanation for the cause for the transverse damaged
area was the galvanic current conduction through underlying plies. For example in
PRSEUS, there are cross plies +45 and -45 and they are stacked up. The throughthickness conduction allows the primary current to reach down to the lower plies. The
argument was that the current is being galvanically conducted to the lower ply and then
making it out to the secondary zone. However, the observations show that the underlying
plies remain fairly intact, and the slotted coupon experiments cast further doubt to this
argument.
The clear change in the optical reflectivity of carbon tows could be generated by
internal heating due to current flowing in them or even due to surface modification
caused by ionic bombardment. These observations suggest that the secondary induction
current parallel to the primary current could well be a part of the mechanism responsible
for the creation of the secondary domain of damage. Moreover, an additional element
was introduced, which is the spreading of the arc attachment and plasma across the
surface, which could be producing ionic bombardment in to the composite surface, and
be responsible for an increase in the apparent damage area. In part, it can play a role in
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confirming the secondary induced current hypothesis, but it also could be a part
competing hypothesis for some changes observed in the panel.
One reason for the rapid transverse spread of the arc attachment could be the fact
that the carbon fiber alignment forces a current conduction dominantly along the fiber
direction, and the change in symmetry of the magnetic field as compared to that of
aluminum means the magnetic field is pushing plasma asymmetrically in the transverse
direction. The magnetic forces are not only applied on solid materials transporting
electrons but also can be applied to the gas unconfined in the plasma in the nearby arc. In
the case of aluminum, arc constriction was not observed because in order to produce
force to constrict the plasma the magnetic fields must be differently oriented. These
results are indicative of a fundamental relationship between geometry of current and the
resulting vector field of magnetic field density due to the linearization of current flow that
occurs in a linearly symmetric planar conductor like a carbon fiber sheet. A clear
significant correlation can be established between lightning, its attachment, and the
resulting effects on the structures it attaches.
Different factors have been presented as the possible mechanism for the secondary
domain of damage or tufts formation: i) electric effects or galvanic current conduction, ii)
magnetic effects or induced current and forces, and iii) arc expansion. They can
contribute in the development of the damage and each can play a part in the tufts
formation. In order to distinguish between these mechanisms and investigate these effects
individually, two distinct sets of experiments were proposed and conducted, the
experiments on machined composites, and the experiments in which a portion of the
attachment area were covered with insulating tape or acrylic plate.
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 The purpose of creating a slot was to inhibit the electric current from flowing
in the designated areas near the attachment point. It was argued (in section
4.6.3) that the current impulse cannot jump over the gap, and the slot
evidently inhibits the current conduction. Therefore, adding the slot and
injecting the arc to a nearby location eliminates the galvanic current effect.
Since the relative permeability of air, which is equivalent to the magnetic
conductivity, is 1, the slot did not weaken or prevent the magnetic fields.
Thus, the observed damages in the isolated area, discussed in previous
sections, should be associated with the magnetic forces and/or the arc
expansion.
 In the second set of experiments, insulating tape or plate were placed close to
the intended attachment point. While the tape or the acrylic plate are fairly a
good insulator, their relative permeability is close to 1, and thus, they did not
interfere with the flow of magnetic fields. This insulating medium only
restrained the arc expansion while allowed the magnetic field effects and
current to flow in the fibers. After adding the insulating tape or plate in
various configurations, it has been observed that in all cases, the damages
were limited to the boundaries of the shielding insulator, and no sign of tufts
were found in the covered surfaces. Since the arc expansion is the only effect
prevented in these experiments, the absence of tufts can be attributed to the
insulating shields preventing the arc expansion.
In conclusion, the results of the conducted experiments point to the arc expansion
as the cause for the secondary domain of damage, and cast doubt to the magnetically
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induced currents and magnetic forces. When the lightning arc attaches to a metal,
aluminum for example, the arc root expands radially with experimentally observed
symmetry. As has also been experimentally observed, the gaseous plasma meeting a
composite structure expands laterally, which may result in a damage that also, expands
laterally. The expansion of the current transverse to the preferred direction of current path
may be incorporated with the secondary induced currents. It is worth exploring if the
current, when it is constrained, can potentially change the magnetic field in a way that is
reflected in the forces on the arc plasma itself and that tends to spread out or pinch the
plasma. This is the deformation of the plasma, caused by forces that are not occurring in
the free arc. Free arcs are cylindrically symmetric, and since the magnetic fields are
axially symmetric, they do not disturb the free arc. In order to present an explanation for
the arc expansion and justify the influence of the secondary currents and its associated
magnetic fields on the arc expansion, careful literature review and numerical analysis is
required. The interaction between the arc channel and the anode surface will be
elaborated in Chapter 5, and the distortion of the magnetic field and radial force due to a
preferred path of current conduction will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE ARC CHANNEL
AND ANODE SURFACE
5.1

Basic concepts
An electric arc or electric discharge refers to an electrical breakdown of a

medium, mainly gas, between two electrodes in the form of a visible plasma. Plasma is a
state of matter that differs with other states (solid, liquid, and gas), and usually is
considered as the fourth state of matter [48]. Plasma is a collection and combination of
negatively charged electrons, positively charged ions, and neutrals, created by a very
strong electromagnetic field or a very high temperature [49]. In fact, plasma is an ionized
gaseous medium in which the flow of both electrons and ions constitute the electric
current. Because the positively charged ions and neutrals are substantially heavier than
the electrons (typical three orders of magnitude), they are referred to as heavy particles in
the plasma. In general, this gaseous mixture of electrons and heavy particles is called
plasma only if the charged particles balance each other to form an electrically neutral
medium [50]. However, due to presence of charged particles plasma is electrically
conductive.
Since the plasma is a mixture of different components, electrons, ions, and
neutrals, each has different temperature at any time. This arises from the fact that the
collision rate among electrons themselves and among ions themselves is greater than the
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collision rate between ions and electrons [51]. Therefore, electrons and ions may have
separate thermal equilibrium and temperature, Te and Ti respectively. The temperature of
each individual component can be kinetically defined by
1

𝐾𝑇 = 𝑚𝐶2
2

(5.1)

here, 𝑇 and 𝑚 are the temperature and mass of the component, 𝐾 is Boltzmann's constant,
and 𝐶 is the velocity of each component. The temperatures associated with individual
components may or may not be the same. Depending on the temperature of the charged
particles and neutral gas, plasma is categorized as thermal and non-thermal. In a thermal
plasma, all particles including electrons, ions, and neutrals are in a thermal equilibrium
and are at the same temperature [52]. The electrical energy is chiefly received by
electrons that can rapidly distribute it to other particles. It causes the plasma to have a
homogenous temperature distribution throughout all the plasma components. Electric arcs
are typically considered a thermal plasma. On the contrary, in a non-thermal plasma,
which does not take long to reach thermal equilibrium, these particles are at different
temperatures, where the electron temperature is substantially larger than that of ions [53].
It must be noted that high temperature does not essentially mean a massive heat. In a nonthermal plasma, the gas or plasma temperature is determined by the temperature of the
ions because their density is much higher than the density of the electrons (𝑇 ≫ 𝑇 =
𝑇

). For example, a high-frequency capacitive discharge that occurs between two

electrodes, where one electrode is energized and another electrode is grounded with a
small gap between electrodes, generates a non-thermal plasma [54]. At regions where the
local temperature is high (typically above 10,000 K), densities of particles are
considerably low, whereas, the density of the surrounding gas can be two orders of
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magnitude larger. In plasma physics, the temperature of particles are usually expressed in
units of energy where [51],
1 𝑒𝑣 = 11,600 𝐾
5.1.1

(5.2)

Temperature and pressure of the plasma
Depending on the pressure of the gas, the plasma can be categorized to two

completely different phenomenon, high-pressure arc and low-pressure arc. Figure 5.1
shows the relationship between the temperature of the plasma and the pressure, which
indicates the state of the arc as a function of the pressure.

Figure 5.1

Low-pressure vs and high-pressure arc, adopted from [55]

The vertical axis shows the pressure, and horizontal axis shows the temperature of
the comprising components. At low-pressure arc, the mean free path of the electrons is so
large (typically of the order of a few centimeters) that they are not capable of transferring
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the massive energy received by the electric field to the heavy particles through elastic
collision. Therefore, at low-pressure arc the temperature of the electrons is approximately
two orders of magnitude greater than that of ions and neutral gas. At high-pressure arc,
the mean free path is mainly on the order of a few microns. The temperatures of the
plasma components (i.e., electron, positive ions, and neutral gas) tend to converge and are
reasonably close, which leads to a particular state referred to as Local Thermodynamic
Equilibrium (LTE). This concept means that the equilibrium is local, and a temperature
can be defined at any point of the plasma while a temperature gradient can still exist. This
assumption allows treating the plasma quite differently compared to a low-pressure arc.
Consequently, all parameters can be considered as a function of temperature by writing
the relevant thermal equations. The chemical reactions and a detailed depiction of the
operating mechanisms are not required, and the plasma can be treated as a single fluid. In
an analysis performed by Boulos et al. [3], it is shown that the temperature difference
between the electrons and heavy particles can be written by
=

∆

~

(5.3)

that shows the parameter 𝐸/𝑝 is the governing factor to determine the kinetic
equilibrium. It can be concluded that for smaller values of 𝐸/𝑝, the temperature of heavy
particles reaches the electron temperature.
An electric arc possesses the main industrial application of the plasma physics.
The primary function of the electric arc is to transfer the discharge current from the anode
to the cathode and is associated with high current and low voltage. In contrast, dark
discharges and glow discharges occur at significantly lower currents (below 1 A) and
higher voltages. Lightning arc is an extreme example in nature, where the air between
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clouds and ground normally acts as an insulator. However, a massive voltage and the
associated electric field creates a bridge that temporarily allows the flow of the charged
ions. The arcs at atmospheric pressure and below typically radiate only a few percent of
their power. The power dissipation mainly occurs through thermal conduction. The two
dominant factors in thermal balance are:
 Joule heating that generates heat and increases the temperature
 Thermal conductivity that transfers heat to the ambient or the electrodes
Assuming that the electric field is uniform, the balance between the two factors
can be expressed using the Elenbass-Heller equation [55]
𝜎𝐸 = −∇⃗. 𝑘∇⃗𝑇(𝑟)

(5.4)

where 𝜎 is the electric conductivity, and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity and both depend on
the temperature.
5.1.2

Anode and cathode definition
The physical processes involved in forming and developing of an electric arc is

conventionally divided into three distinct and highly intertwined regions:
 Cathode
 Interelectrode plasma
 Anode
In general, the behavior of the arc is significantly affected by the interface
between the electrode and plasma. The interaction includes the electrode material and
emission of the electric charges to the plasma. Although air is an excellent insulator, the
conductivity of plasma is very high and it can be considered as infinite. The electric arc is
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initiated by emission of the plasma jets from the cathode to all directions. In low currents,
a single cathode spot produces a plasma jet and emits charged particles to the plasma. At
higher currents, more cathode spots are generated as the sources of the electrical charges,
and several discrete plasma jets constitute the emitted plasma from the cathode to the
interelectrode region. When a large number of randomly distributed spots are generated,
the jets may merge and create a uniform plasma arc to form the interelectrode plasma.
Some of these plasma jets reach the anode, and electrons start to flow from the cathode to
the anode, which constitutes the electrical current. The velocity of electrons is largely
greater than positive ions that have the same charge density.
A free burning arc, which is not subjected to any external forces, has a natural
axisymmetric behavior. The external force can be a magnetic force exerted to the
electrical charges in the arc column or convective force. The magnetic field caused by the
arc itself or externally imposed magnetic field can deeply influence the electric current
and the plasma flow [25, 54, 55]. At lower currents, the anode acts passively, however at
higher currents the anode may become very active and be the dominant source of the
electric charges.
When the gap between two electrode breakdowns due to excessive electric
potential, the electric current starts to flow. As mentioned earlier, although the electrodes
may be identical, the behavior of two electrode or terminals and their interaction with the
plasma are considerably different. The plasma arc initiation and development at an
electrode, and its interaction with the plasma entirely depends on the polarity of the
electrode. Here, the cathode and anode are defined:
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 Cathode: the electrode connected to the negative terminal of the source. It is a
negatively charged electrode and is a source of electron and receiver of the
positive charges.
 Anode: the electrode connected to the positive terminal of the source. It attracts
electron and is a source of positive charges.
As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the electrode emits electrons, and the test article is
the source for the positive ions. Therefore, the conventional direction of the electric
current is from the test article to the electrode. Furthermore, it can be deduced that in
experiments discussed in this work, the composite panel is the anode and the brass
electrode is the cathode.

Figure 5.2

Visualization of the electron and positive ion flow, e represents flow of
electrons and J represents flow of positive charges

The objective of this chapter is to study the behavior of the anode or the
composite surface subjected to an electric arc. The primary discussion is to realize the
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performance of the composite surface during the high current discharge, including
surface erosion and possible influence of surface coating on the arc root development.
5.2

Literature Review
Lago and Gonzales [58] have conducted an extensive study to model an electric

arc with regards to the material it is interacting with, and they have published several
reports. First, they presented a 2D model that considered the metal vaporization and the
energy transferred to the material. Next, they expanded the model to a 3D model. The
influence of an external magnetic force and cross flow on the deformation of the electric
arc were studied. The new model accounts for the arc interaction with the material
surface. In the final step, they evaluated the lightning strike to a composite used as an
aeronautical material. In their simulation, the continuous part of the standard waveform,
component C, was considered as the free burning arc applied to the sample. Their
analysis accentuates the effect of the Joule effect on the material degradation. A
convective force was included in their model to represent the arc channel sweeping the
surface of the airplane during the lightning strike.
Some resources have considered different arc modes and investigated the arc
expansion occurring during the arc development [57, 58]. They disputed that the arc
initiation and development occurs through several subsequent stages. Initially, the bridge
column arc forms, which is eventually followed by diffuse mode that terminates the arc.
During the transition between the bridge column arcs to the diffuse mode, the arc
experiences several modes, which are called transition modes. In this stage and after a
few milliseconds of the arc initiation, many individual contacting spots appear outside the
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main arc channel. These emerging and stable contact spots cause the arc to expand and
expedite the transition of the arc to the diffuse mode.
Miller [61] has discussed thoroughly the arc interaction with anode and the
behavior of the anode during different arc modes. His investigation of the anode
phenomena mainly entails transition of the arc into different modes. He proposed that the
anode discharge takes place in five various modes; the anode is very passive in low
currents and only collects the charge particles emitted from the cathode. Whereas, the
anode becomes very active and is an ample source of charged particle when the current is
increased. Different factors such as the electrode material and geometry and arc
waveform were introduced as for the cause of the anode spot formation. He concluded
that a conclusive explanation for the formation of the anode spots entails electrical,
thermal, and mechanical effects as well as the magnetic constriction of the plasma.
Wang et al. [62] have studied the plasma constriction high-current arcs. They
argued that at lower currents, the current constriction occurs at the anode region, and with
increase of the current, the arc constriction may occur at cathode region as well. In their
research, it was discussed that several factors such as external magnetic force, arc current,
and electrode geometry influence the arc constriction. Moreover, they studied the
influence of two types of the Axial Magnetic Force (AMF) on the current constriction.
They found out the AMF mitigates the current constriction and results in a uniform arc
distribution over the electrodes. They also showed that while the anode is in “negative
status” at lower currents, the anode may evaporate and anode vapor pressure can be very
large at higher currents. A model for the anode region was developed by Boxman and
Goldsmith [63] that is aimed toward a better understanding of the formation of the anode
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spots during arc development. In their proposed model, the anode initially acts as a
collector and receiver of the travelling electrical particles or electron density through
plasma arc emitted from the multiple cathode spots. A thin sheath forms at the anode, and
the electron and ion energy flux causes evaporative and sputtered neutrals from anode to
the interelectrode plasma. Eventually, the electron flux ionizes all these neutrals emitted
from the anode, and the anode starts to emit a large quantity of the charged particles to
the plasma. They mentioned that the reason for the formation of the anode spots are
primarily arc constriction due to the magnetic effects and thermal instability at the anode
surface.
The influence of the self-magnetic field of the arc current as well as external
magnetic field were studied by Beilis et al. [64]. They developed a model to analyze the
plasma expansion using steady-state hydrodynamic equations and solving the electric
current and gas-dynamic equations. They found that the azimuthal self-magnetic field
does not significantly affect the arc geometry, current distribution, or plasma jets at
currents below 200A. However, when the current is increased to 500A, despite the
expansion of the arc, the density of boundary plasma and the current flux increases. It is
then stated that the self-magnetic field produced by arc current evidently restricts the
radial expansion of the plasma flow. They have also suggested a critical arc current at
which the anode voltage becomes positive, and it contributes to the anode spots
formation.
In an experiment conducted by Izraeli et al. [56, 57], it was shown that the
generation of external AMF distorts the current constriction in the anode region. It was
also discussed that the arc is initially characterized by a low-current diffuse mode where
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cathode supplies the plasma and its charge flow, and high-current arc is constricted on the
anode. The interelectrode region experiences a radial pinching force caused by magnetic
pressure, and plasma near the anode region suffers from peak of the magnetic pressure.
The constriction of the arc plasma at higher current was also reported in several other
existing papers [63, 64].
Ramirez and Trapaga [65] presented a mathematical model to cover the
electromagnetic and thermal processes and fluid-flow analysis in the arc plasma. Their
model offers an explanation for the arc structure and the interaction and relationship
among the physical variables occurring in the arc plasma. It is argued that the expansion
of the arc is evident, and it constitutes the main feature of arc development. In their
model, all the variables such as magnetic flux density, temperature gradients, and the
current density denote the arc expansion in terms of the arc shape and geometry. They
have concluded that arc expansion is required to account for all the physical processes
occurring in the arc.
5.3

Anode modes
It is interesting to find out the classification of electric arcs and realize the mode

of the conducted discharges in this research. By considering a big picture of the plasma
arc, it is commonly established that the anode exhibits two discharge modes during an arc
[67]: a passive mode in the low currents and a very active mode in the high currents.
Nevertheless, experimental evidence suggests that a simple description of the anode
phenomenon would not suffice to account for all the mechanisms happening in the arc,
and more anode modes are present. Figure 5.3 shows a generalized and qualitative
visualization of the incident in the variety of anode modes of a plasma arc. Several
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factors and variable such as the gap length, electrode geometry and material, and the
current wave-shape, determine the exact boundary between different anode modes. As
can be seen in Figure 5.3, at certain current, increasing the gap pushes the arc mode to a
less erosive mode. A brief description of each region is presented as follows.

Figure 5.3

Qualitative visualization of the incident in the variety of anode modes of a
plasma arc [68]

 Diffuse-arc mode: The diffuse-arc mode is associated with low-current arcs
where anodes behaves very passively and solely acts as a collector of charged
particles generated by the cathode.
 Footpoint mode: In this mode, anode erosion is small, and it is followed by a
slight increase in arc voltage and voltage noises.
 Anode-spot mode: In this mode, anode is very active, and several bright spots
appear on the anode surface. The temperature of theses spots are extremely high
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near the atmospheric boiling point of the anode material. Anode becomes the
dominant source of the charged particles, and the arc voltage is relatively low
and noise free. The interaction of the interelectrode plasma and the anode and the
process of energy flow to the anode results in formation of the anode spots. Two
mechanisms may account for the anode spot formation. Excessive heating of
anode surface causes evaporation that separates neutrals from the anode surface,
and the impinging ions from interelectrode plasma to the anode surface forces
neutrals to leave anode surface or sputtered. Eventually, the electron impact will
ionize these neutrals, and anode becomes a source of charged particles. The
anode spots emit the new quantities of charged particles to the plasma region.
This new source of ions and electrons changes the physical processes in the
plasma. The formation of the anode spots is observable when a luminous region
appears on the anode surface and anode melting occurs [69].
 Intense arc mode: Similar to anode-spot mode, the intense-arc mode is a massive
current mode where anode plays a very active role in the arc development. This
mode mainly occurs in shorter gaps, and arc voltage is always quiet and noisefree. Both cathode and anode experience a severe erosion, and it has several
causes [62]: massive electrical and thermal energy dissipated at the cathode and
anode, ablation of the electrodes due to thermal and mechanical effects, and
plasma jets impinging on both cathode and anode. The temperature of the anode
surface increases due to electron and ion flux, and thus, evaporation or
sublimation of the anode material occurs that emits neutral particles. Impinging
ions can cause sputtering on anode surface as well, which causes the neutral
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atoms to enter the plasma. The velocity of electrons and ions are considerably
faster than that of the new neutrals, and they immediately become ionized by
electron impact. It has been also suggested [70] that if the difference between
velocity of magnetized plasma including charged particles and neutrals exceeds a
critical velocity, their collision and interaction becomes very severe and causes
quick ionization of neutrals.
The thermal interaction between the arc channel and the anode surface takes place
through convection, radiation, electrons condensation, and “anode fall” which is the
voltage drop at the anode [65], [71]. The surface of the anode may not be homogenous
that causes the arc current to distribute extremely unevenly on the surface of the anode,
which could force the current to be absorbed by anode spots. The energy balance at the
anode strongly determines the anodic erosion, and the erosion is more severe at the anode
spots where the current distribution is considerably non-uniform [72][73]. In fact,
material evaporation and sputtering is the most significant way that the anode loses
energy.
5.4

Influence of the paint layer on PRSEUS surface
Based on the discussion presented above, discharges conducted in this work, are

in in intense arc mode where the carbon/fiber epoxy composite or the PRSEUS surface
(i.e., anode surface). It was demonstrated in [] that the dielectric coating has an adverse
effect on the severity of the damage caused by the arc. It was argued that the paint layer
confined arc root attachment and prevents the arc expansion. Moreover, it is speculated
that the paint or dielectric coating prevent the arc reattachment, and thus, limit the
damage size. In the experiments permed in this study, the painted panel exhibited a higher
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degree of visible damage for a given peak current level. Figure 5.4 shows a comparison

between induced damages to a sanded and painted PRSEUS panels.

Figure 5.4

Representative lightning damage at the mid-bay location induced in sanded
and painted PRSEUS panels subjected to 200 kA nominal peak currents.
Measured peak currents are included for clarity.

As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the damage size to a painted panel is clearly larger,
which is covered with a thin layer of paint. The arc starts with cathode jets (i.e., streamer
breakdown) emitted from the brass electrode reaching the PRSEUS surface. When the
PRSEUS is covered with a paint layer, the possible subsequent streamers cannot reattach
to another points around the primary point of attachment. Therefore, anode spots around
the attachment point cannot easily form, which makes the energy concentration and
resultant damage more severe at the attachment point to a painted panel.
5.5

Arc and magnetic fields
A developed arc plasma can be noticeably influenced by an electromagnetic field.

It can be either a self-magnetic field or an external magnetic field. The arc current flows
between electrodes in axial direction, and it generates an azimuthal magnetic field. The
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interaction of the plasma and the magnetic field produces an inward radial force, and it is
usually called magnetic constriction. Two aspects of the magnetic forces applied to the
plasma channel are considered here, self-magnetic field and external magnetic field.
5.5.1

Self-magnetic field
The azimuthal self-magnetic field interacts with the axially flowing current in the

arc. The formation of the magnetic fields that encircles the current path can pinch or
constrict the arc channel. The distortion of the arc by the magnetic force happens through
two mechanisms: the constriction of the plasma and mass flow in the interelectrode
region, and the magnetic constriction of the current density at the anode region. This
effect eventually constricts the energy flux to the anode as well. It even occurs in natural
events like lightning discharge [74]. It was argued [75] that spontaneous current
constriction is also a fundamental feature of artificial plasmas in the laboratory. The
generalized Ohm’s law can be used where the plasma is assumed cylindrical symmetric
in the presence of an azimuthal magnetic field. Therefore, the azimuthal components of
electric field and current density are zero.
5.5.2

External magnetic field
The external magnetic field can be either in transverse or axial direction. The

transverse magnetic field influences the radial distribution of the arc current and expands
the plasma in the direction of the magnetic field lines. However, external AMF gained
more interests because it affects the axial and radial electron distribution and ion flux.
The interaction of the AMF and the arc decreases the radial ion flow and increases the ion
flow along the axis. Schulman [76] showed that AMF retains the arc in a diffuse mode
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even in the presence of anode-spot formation, and it also prevents the outward ion flux.
Moreover, AMF can potentially act as a hindrance against current constriction and
maintain the arc in the diffuse arc mode. Wang et al. [61] have experimentally explored
the influence of various AMF on the arc development. They observed that the arc is
considerably vulnerable to the AMF distribution. Furthermore, they found out the AMF
mitigates the current constriction and results in a uniform arc distribution over the
electrodes.
5.6

Summary
In this chapter, the plasma-anode interaction was discussed. It was shown that the

plasma pressure and plasma temperature are correlated, and the simulated lightning
strikes in the conducted experiments are known as a high-pressure arc or thermal plasma.
In this case, the plasma is in LTE and the temperatures of the plasma components are
reasonably close. Hence, the plasma can be treated as a single fluid, and all parameters
can be considered as a function of temperature. Different anode modes were introduced
and it was shown that at high currents the anode plays a very active role in the arc
development. In this state, the temperature of the anode surface greatly increases that can
cause evaporation or sublimation of the anode material. Depending on the surface
condition, the distribution of the plasma current on the anode surface can be extremely
non-uniform, which causes the current be absorbed by the anode spots.
The plasma as a fluid, which is conducting electric charges, can be influenced by
a magnetic field. This magnetic field can be either due to the flow of the electric charges
in the plasma, or an external magnetic field. The transverse external magnetic field exerts
a magnetic force on the plasma, which is not evenly distributed in the radial direction.
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Many existing reports were focused on the effects of AMF on the arc development, and
investigated how influential is the external magnetic field on the arc distribution over the
electrodes. The main parameter that pushes the plasma channel to expand radially is the
pressure gradient inside the plasma, and it is opposed by the surrounding gas and the
magnetic force created by the self-magnetic field. The plasma boundary is then, dictated
by these forces. Therefore, plasma has a natural tendency to expand radially, especially in
the area near the plasma axis.
The external magnetic field on the arc development and the diamond shape arc
root observed in the simulated lightning striking a composite structure might be
correlated. A magnetic field distribution must be found such that its associated magnetic
force applied to the plasma channel is narrowing the channel in one direction toward the
plasma axis while its value is lower in the transverse direction. Moreover, the arc
distribution over the anode surface is not always uniform, and depending on the asperities
and non-uniformity of the anode surface, anode spots might form, which has a
temperature close to the boiling temperature of the anode material. As for the simulated
lightning striking to a composite panel, the surface is not electrically uniform due to
existence of conductive fibers and insulating matrix. Therefore, the arc attachment to the
composite surface is not necessarily uniform, and ion and electron transfer between the
plasma and the composite might happen through anode spots. The formation of the anode
spots on the composite surface can potentially create widespread damage in the form of
tufts formation. In Chapter 6, the magnetic field distribution due to the linear current flow
and its associated magnetic force on the plasma channel will be simulated.
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SIMULATION OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE ARC CHANNEL
AND THE COMPOSITE PANEL
6.1

Introduction
Numerical representation of an electric arc requires a thorough understanding of

plasma phenomenon and its physical and chemical mechanisms, and it requires the
development of a model to gain insight into the plasma behavior. A comprehensive
modelling represents the key characteristics of the plasma and entails selection of the
relevant formulation of thermal, electrical, magnetic, and fluid dynamic analysis along
with assumptions and simplifying approximation within the simulation. A highly
developed state of existing knowledge of high-pressure arc has been accomplished
through sophisticated numerical models and advanced experimental work. In this study,
the simulation can be used to examine the effects of the self-magnetic field and external
magnetic field on the geometry and boundaries of a plasma.
A composite structure has orthotropic property, and the material properties are
different for each direction. As the arc current enters the composite structure, it does not
distribute uniformly and it is conducted preferably along the fiber direction on the
outermost ply. It has been observed that the electric arc is deformed and loses its
symmetry, which affects the damage development around the attachment point. The nonuniform damage and the change in the arc geometry could be associated with the
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magnetic field generated by the electric current flowing in the composite. The objective
of this simulation is to investigate the interaction between the arc channel and the
magnetic field caused by the galvanic arc conduction.
When the lightning arc attaches to a metal, aluminum for example, the arc root
expands radially with experimentally observed cylindrical symmetry. Furthermore, it has
been observed that the gaseous plasma meeting a composite structure expands laterally,
which may result in lateral damage. The expansion of the plasma transverse to the
preferred conduction direction can be considered along with the asymmetrical magnetic
forces. It is worth exploring if the constrained current can potentially change the
magnetic field in a way that is reflected in the magnetic forces applied on the plasma and
that tends to spread out or constrict the plasma. Therefore, this is the deformation of the
plasma caused by external forces, which do not occur in the free arc. Free arcs are
cylindrically symmetric, and since the magnetic fields are axisymmetric, they do not
disturb the free arc. In order to present an explanation for the arc expansion and justify
the influence of the linear current flow and its associated magnetic fields on the arc
expansion, a careful literature review and numerical analysis is required.
6.2

Previous work
The first research related to the high-intensity electric arc and to simulate a

stationary arc in argon was conducted by Hsu et al. [77]. They proposed a 2D
axisymmetric model with the corresponding mathematical formulation that covered
equations for mass and momentum conservation, heat transfer, and electromagnetic
effects. In addition, they have provided an excellent temperature profile obtained from
spectrometric measurements. Schlitz et al. [80, 81] continued Hsu’s work and developed
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a numerical model to investigate the coupled electromagnetics and gas dynamics
pertinent to a plasma in thermal equilibrium. In their approach, special attention was paid
to the effect of an external magnetic field, and the interaction between plasma flow and
magnetic fields. A 3D model was modified to study the influence of various parameters
including cathode geometry, current magnitude, and self-induced magnetic field. It was
reported that the current density decreases as it travels away from the cathode, smaller
cathode generated higher current density, and the pinch effect due to the self-magnetic
field is considerable at higher currents (typically above 100A). Moreover, the applied
magnetic field deflected and stretched the plasma flow that increased the length of
current path. Freton et al. [80] presented a 2D and 3D modeling of a high-pressure arc in
which two configurations were studied: plasma subjected to a Lorentz force and a
transferred arc where a mass flow is exerted on the plasma. The mathematical
formulations were simplified by assuming a thermal plasma in LTE, and electrodeplasma interaction was neglected. The results of the 2D simulation were compared with
the existing experimental results to validate the model and mathematical formulation, and
subsequently, a 3D model was adapted to simulate real situations where external forces
distort the symmetry of the arc.
Lago et al. [25, 55] and Gonzalez et al. [56] were one of the first groups who
introduced the MHD approach to incorporate arc interaction with a surface and proposed
a comprehensive numerical model to study the interaction between an electric arc and
anode material in successive steps. First, they created a 2D model and considered the
energy transferred to a material and the metal vapor in the plasma. Therefore, the currentcarrying path at the arc-anode interface and the influence of the vaporization of the anode
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material on the plasma were explored. Various plasma gases, such as air and argon, and
different anode materials such as copper, aluminum, and iron were considered. When
their results were validated against available experimental data, they developed a 3D
model and inspected bending and deformation of the arc exposed to an external magnetic
field. Their results showed an evident arc deformation and arc root displacement because
of external magnetic field application. It was argued that considering the arc-anode
interaction is important in predicting the displacement of the arc root due to an external
magnetic field. Finally, the interaction between a lightning strike as a massive electric arc
and aircraft in flight was described, and the anisotropic property of the anode was taken
into account. In their study, only the continuous part of the standard lightning waveform,
the component C, is taken into account. The energy flux of the continuous current with
different magnitudes at the attachment were calculated, and the mathematical calculations
were compared with the experimental results. In particular, they investigated the behavior
of a plasma arc on a composite material. The authors assert that the Joule heating is the
dominant effect in damaging the anode material. One of the first reports that incorporated
the effect of both cathode and anode was presented by Chemartin et al. [13] where the
sweeping of the arc over the surface was studied. Introduction of the electrodes in the
simulation facilitated the imposition of the boundary condition that allowed the proper
modeling of the lightning arc channel.
One of the main industrial usages of electric arc is the plasma torches and several
papers attempted to simulate the plasma torch. Bernardi et al. [81] studied the inductively
coupled plasma for different coil geometry. It was argued that a 2D axisymmetric
simulation could be an over simplification which taints the temperature distribution of the
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plasma. Their innovative model helps to anticipate the effects of the asymmetry behavior
of the temperature distribution on the particles trajectory into the plasma and hence, to
improve coil geometry and performance conditions. Holik [82] developed a model to
simulate a plasma torch that contains the MHD equations, and he concluded that entire
plasma can be assumed to be in a laminar flow. Mashayak [83] continued Holik’s work
where he included a turbulence model and species transport. They both have validated
their model against existing experimental results, and based on their 2D model,
developed a three-dimension simulation of a plasma torch. Holik and Mashayak used
argon and air as the plasma gases respectively. Ramirez et al. [84] rendered a thorough
mathematical model for the arc welding, and two separate sets of equations were
discussed to solve the electromagnetic problem, the magnetic potential and electric
potential approach. Although, the two sets of equation represent the same problem, the
key parameter that distinguished the two approaches is the method that the magnetic flux
density 𝐵 is calculated. It was argued that magnetic vector approach is more convenient
to implement and solve, however, the electric potential approach is more precise in
predicting electrical parameters including current density, and temperature distribution.
Choquet et al. [85] followed the same methodology to inspect the electric potential and
magnetic field formulation approaches. The underlying differences between them were
described, and it was concluded that the electric potential approach overestimates the arc
pressure and thermal gradient, while it is more accurate in predicting electrical
parameters.
In the work performed by Baeve et al. [86] similar to previous studies, the plasma
gas is assumed ideal at atmospheric pressure in laminar flow. However, the temperature
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of the electrons and heavy particles were considered to be different (i.e. 𝑇 ≫ 𝑇 ) which
led to two separate equations for energy conservation. Moreover, the electromagnetic
formulation were entirely different from the equations observed in MHD equations. Since
a thermal plasma was not considered, charge neutrality was no longer valid and it was
argued that the arc pressure is the sum of the pressure of individual components (i.e.,
atoms, ions, and electrons), and the authors described a method to calculate the arc
pressure. Authors artistically created an interface between the arc and electrode with
proper boundary conditions and mathematical formulation to account for arc-electrode
interaction and space-charge sheaths close to the electrodes. In a similar methodology,
Lisnyak et al. [87] have also considered a non-LTE interface adjacent to the electrode,
but the plasma bulk is in LTE and MHD equations were used to describe the physics
involved in the interelectrode region. The authors concluded that their proposed approach
is fast, robust, physically justifiable, and it is useful in a wide range of applications.
Furthermore, the results presented with this model are in a reasonably good agreement
with the results given by available experiments and more sophisticated models, which
means LTE of the plasma is an assumption that does not compromise the precision of the
results. Table 6.1 shows the comparison among various reports and simulations regarding
electric arc modeling and simulation.
6.3

Assumptions
Modeling the plasma is not an easy and straightforward task because many

coupled sophisticated physical mechanisms including chemical and electrical are
involved. Therefore, some simplifications and assumptions are taken into account to
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reduce the complexity of the problem without compromising a valid solution. To treat the
electric arc properly the following assumptions are considered:
Table 6.1
Ref.

Schlitz
[84]
Freton
[80]
Bernardi
[81]
Holik
[82]
Mashayak
[83]
Ramirez
[84]
Beave
[86]
Lisnyak
[87]
Choquet
[85]
Hsu
[77]
Lago
[25, 55]

Comparison among numerical and modeling reports
Plasma
in
LTE?

Selfmagnetic
field

External
magnetic
field

Electrode
interaction

Radiation

Software
used and
geometry

Current
Level
[A]

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Fluent
3D

10-100

Y

Y

N

N

-

Fluent
2D-3D

200

Y

Y

N

N

-

Fluent
2D-3D

-

Y

N

N

Y

-

Fluent
2D-3D

160

N

N

N

N

N

Fluent
2D

200

Y

Y

N

N

Y

PHOENICS
2D

200-300

N

N

N

Y

Y

COMSOL
2D

20-200

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

COMSOL
2D

20-200

Y

N

N

N

Y

OpenFOAM
2D-3D

600

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Fortran
2D

100-200

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Fluent
2D-3D

100, 200,
800

 The plasma has a high-kinematic viscosities characteristic, the flow of the plasma
is laminar [86, 89] where no chaotic change in the velocity or pressure occurs. In
order to determine if a flow is laminar or turbulent, Reynold’s number is typically
used, which can be defined by
𝑅𝑒 =
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(6.1)

where, 𝜌 is the density, 𝑣 is the velocity, 𝐿 is the characteristic dimension, and μ
is the viscosity.


The anode surface is not deformed, and it is assumed flat. The weld pool effect is
not modeled.



The plasma satisfies the conditions for LTE, i.e., they satisfy conservation of
energy, mass, and momentum, the Navier-Stokes equations. Maxwell’s equations
may be outlined by the current continuity equation and Biot-Savart equations.
Moreover, all physical properties are a function of the temperature.



The plasma is optically thin that indicates the plasma does not interfere with its
own radiation. Therefore, thermal radiation loss per unit volume can be derived.



The displacement current generated by a varying electric field is neglected.



The gravity is not considered because it has very little effect of the plasma flow.



The simulated lightning strike to the composites in this study had a doubleexponential waveform reaching at least 50 kA. Nonetheless, the current level used
for the simulation in this study is limited to the 200 A. Plasma implementation
using a software is an extremely nonlinear problem and the material properties are
temperature dependent. Therefore, simulation of the plasma at such high current
requires massive computational and hardware resources. In [88], it was speculated
that simulating the transient component of the lightning strike takes 70 days on a
cluster. Thus, the current considered in this simulation is considered a DC current
with the amplitude of 200 A.



In this study, the plasma occurs in air or argon at atmospheric pressure. The
density, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity of the air
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are temperature dependent, and the relevant data are derived from Table A.1 in
[50]. Figure 6.1 shows the air electrical and thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature. Figure 6.2 shows argon electrical and thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature.

Figure 6.1

Material properties of air versus temperature (a) electrical conductivity and
(b) thermal conductivity

Figure 6.2

Material properties of Argon versus temperature (a) electrical conductivity
and (b) thermal conductivity
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6.4

Simulation methodology
To conduct the numerical simulation, the commercial software COMSOL

Multiphysics version 5.2a [89] is used, which is developed to solve conventional physicsbased problems. The conservation of mass and momentum are solved using the Laminar
Flow interface in CFD Module. The conservation of energy equation and thermal
analysis are performed by Heat Transfer in Fluid interface, and Electric Field and
Magnetic Field Interfaces in AC/DC module were used to calculate electric potential and
magnetic vector potential.
Because the model is fully coupled and extremely nonlinear, some assumptions
and simplifications had to be made. It is considered that the problem is a stationary
problem, which means physical parameters such as electrical and thermal conductivity do
not change over time, and physical variables such as current distribution and temperature
field reach a constant value. In addition, the current magnitude is limited to 200 A. In
fact, all the available literature related to modeling the electric arc follow a similar
approach (shown in Table 6.1). This simulation is of the type of approximation and
abstraction that sounds plausible given the need to show an inherent tendency rather than
to make exact numerical agreement with an experimental observation.
6.5

2D modeling
In order to validate the model and mathematical formulation discussed in this

study, the free burning arc presented in a work done by Freton et al. [80] has been
replicated, and the results were compared with the original manuscript. They have
conducted their simulation using ANSYS Fluent [90], which is a powerful finite volume
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software for computational fluid dynamic problems. It has the advantage of User Defined
Functions that allows user to add any feature and computation tools to the software.
6.5.1

Governing equation in 2D
The simulation was assumed stationary that means all parameters such as

temperature field and current distribution, have enough time to reach an equilibrium and
the solution of the problem does not change over time. The set of conservation equations
presented in section can be rewritten for the 2D axisymmetric geometry.
Conservation of mass
1    rvr 
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(6.2)

where v r and v z are radial and axial velocity component and  is the density.
Conservation of axial momentum
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Conservation of radial momentum
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where P is the pressure,  is the viscosity, J r and J z are the radial and axial current
density components, and B is the azimuthal magnetic field density.
Conservation of energy
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(6.5)

The electric potential equation can be obtained by combining Ohm’s law and
charge conservation equation
1   V    V 



0
r r   r  z  z 

(6.6)

where, V is the electric potential. The magnetic field density B can be derived using
Ampere’s law. It can be assumed the majority of the current flows in axial direction;
therefore, the azimuthal magnetic field density is determined by
B  r  

6.5.2

0
r

r

 rJ dr
r

(6.7)

0

Geometry and boundary condition
The geometry of the plasma arc is shown in Figure 6.3. The current is injected at

the cathode tip AA , and length BC is the electrical ground, which is the designated
current exits boundary. Several literatures [25, 79, 82, and 93] adopted a similar
analytical form for the current density distribution J z defined by
J z ( r )  1.4  10 8 ex p(  b r )

(6.8)

where b can be found by
I  2

RC

 rJ

z

(r )dr

0

RC

is assumed to be 3 mm and for the total current of I  200 A , hence, it can be

calculated that b  2097 . The segment BB is 4.5 mm and is meant to restrict the arc
attachment.
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(6.9)

Figure 6.3

Geometry of the free burning plasma used in simulation

The boundary conditions considered in COMSOL simulation are tabulated in
Table 6.2. The length AB is axis of symmetry and all boundaries are magnetic insulation.
The temperature gradient in normal direction vanishes on BB , and a constant
temperature is considered on the remainder of the boundaries. This segment represents
the anode where the current is extracted. The temperatures are assumed constant to be
consistent with reference studies [79, 82].
Table 6.2
Boundary
BB

Boundary conditions of the plasma arc reflected in COMSOL simulation

B C

T
Outflow
1000

CD

1000

DE

1000

EA

3500
3500

AA

V
0
0

P
1 atm

Electric
Insulation
n.J  0
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1 atm
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0
0

0
0

v z
0
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v z
0
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 vr
0
r
 vr
0
z

0
0

0
0

The results of the simulation conducted with COMSOL Multiphysics has been
compared with results presented in [80], conducted by ANSYS Fluent. The input current
( I  200 A ) and the geometry is identical in both models. The temperature distribution
obtained in this study is shown in Figure 6.4, and the temperature field from reference
work [82, 79] is shown in Figure 6.5. As can be seen, the temperature values from this
current study are slightly higher than that of reference temperature field, and contour
lines are not perfectly aligned. The discrepancy between the results can be attributed to
the different air and argon property as a function of temperature. It is not quite clear how
the material properties such as electrical and thermal conductivities were defined in the
reference work, although it was acknowledged in their report that the properties are
temperature dependent. Another reason could be the software and the method used by the
software to solve the model. COMSOL Multiphysics is based on FE analysis, while
ANSYS Fluent is based on Finite Volume analysis, and each use different methods to
divide the geometry into elements.

Figure 6.4

(a) temperature field and (b) temperature contours obtained by COMSOL
Multiphysics
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Figure 6.5

6.6
6.6.1

Temperature fields: left [77], right [80]

3D modeling of electric arc
Governing equations in 3D
The arc discharge can be assumed to be in LTE that implies that all the plasma

components are at the same temperature. However, this assumption is only valid in the
interelectrode region, and it does not hold true in the anode and cathode region [92].
Using the LTE assumption, the interelectrode region can be approximated as a fluid that
is characterized by temperature [87], and the entire region can be modeled as a function
of one single temperature. Consequently, the kinetic coefficient, transport coefficient, and
detailed chemical reactions can be neglected [85], and simulation of the plasma in LTE
requires less computational resources. Since the plasma is considered as a fluid, the
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system of Magneto-HydroDynamic (MHD) equations can be exploited that combines
Maxwell’s equations to cover electromagnetic mechanisms and Navier-Stokes equations
to account for the fluid dynamics. Necessary source terms must be assigned to the energy
and momentum equations. MHD is purposed to study the electric and magnetic properties
of fluids conducting electric current, and it was developed to be used in plasma torches,
plasma welding, and circuit breakers. The numerical solution of the coupled partial
differential equations must be carried out simultaneously, and the following set of
equations are exploited to seek the solution:
Conservation of mass

. u  0

(6.10)

where u is the vector of the mass velocity field,  is the mass density, and ∇. is the
divergence.

Conservation of the momentum



.  u  u   p   .  u    u 


2
3

   .u   j  B

T


(6.11)

where p is the pressure,  is the viscosity of the fluid, j is the current density, and B is
the magnetic flux density. The last term on the right-hand side of Equation 6.11 indicates
the magnetic force acting on the fluid flow, which could be established by either selfmagnetic force or an external magnetic force.
Conservation of the energy
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C p  u.T   .  kT   Q
Q

  5kBT 


  T .J   J .E  Qrad
t  2q 

(6.12)

where Cp is the specific heat, k is the thermal conductivity, and kB is Boltzmann
constant. First term on the right-hand side of the Equation 6.12 is the enthalpy transport
that shows the energy carried by the electric current. The term J .E represents the
resistive heating and Qrad indicates the radiation loss.
Conservation of the electric current
 . Jˆ  0

(6.13)

This equation indicates that the current distribution is determined by the
conservation of the electric current. This equation must be supplemented by Ohm’s law
that establishes the relationship between the current density 𝐽 and the electric field 𝐸 .
Jˆ   Eˆ

(6.14)

where  is the electrical conductivity. The electric potential is obtained by
E   

(6.15)

where φ is the electric potential. Finally, the magnetic flux density and the magnetic
vector potential is defined as
1
Jˆ 
 B

0

B  A

Using Equation 6.16, the electromagnetic problem can be solved.
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(6.16)

6.6.2

Geometry and boundary conditions
The 3D geometry used in this work is shown in Figure 6.6. The 3D geometry is

chosen to reflect the geometry used in the 2D simulation discussed previously. The
distance between the cathode tip and the anode structure, where the electric potential is
set to zero to provide the grounding, is 10 mm, and the attachment point is circular with a
radius of 3 mm. The same current density that was used in 2D simulation discussed in
Chapter 6.5.2 is applied at the cathode tip.





jz  x, y   Jmax exp b x2  y2 .

(6.17)

The boundary conditions used in the simulation are tabulated in Table 6.3. The
arc develops in atmospheric pressure, therefore, the pressure at faces C and D are 1 atm.
Faces A and B represent the anode surface where the current is supposed to be extracted.
Thus, the voltage is set to zero, while the rest of the geometry is electric insulation where
the current is not allowed to flow. It must be noted face A and b represent the material
(composite surface for example) that is subjected to the impulse arc current. Temperature
at each face is chosen to be consistent with the 2D simulation shown previously. Face E
represents the electrode or the cathode where the current is injected.
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Electrode

Anode surface

Figure 6.6

The 3D geometry used for simulation

Table 6.3

The boundary condition for the 3D geometry

Area

6.6.3

A
B

T
Outflow
1000

C

1000

D

1000

E

3500

V
0
0
Electric
Insulation
n.J  0

P
1 atm
1 atm
-

vr

vz

0
0

0
0

v z
0
r
v z
0
z

 vr
0
r
 vr
0
z

0

0

Meshing of FE problem
To approximate the geometric domain, it is recommended to divide the geometry

into very small elements. This model simulates a dynamic problem, and hence, it is a
mesh dependent problem. Although a large number of elements guarantees the accuracy,
it requires more computational resources and a longer time to solve. Therefore, a trade122

off must be made. In order to create a structured mesh, a cylinder with the radius of 3 mm
is considered whose axis is aligned with the arc axis. The domain inside this cylinder
encompasses the arc axis. Therefore, finer meshes were assigned to this domain whereas
the remaining of the geometry is divided into coarser meshes. The meshed geometry is
shown in Figure 6.7, and as can be seen the area close to the arc axis contain finer
meshes. The details of the meshing structure is presented in Table 6.4.

Figure 6.7

The meshed geometry of arc simulation

Table 6.4

Mesh statistics and details for the 3D simulation

Tetrahedral elements
Triangular elements
Mesh volume

129120
2712
9148 mm3

Edge element
Vertex element
Number of degrees of freedom
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184
21
1144831

6.7

Results of the 3D simulation
The aim of this section is to present various parameters such as temperature field,

electric current distribution, magnetic field, and Lorentz forces in a function of position.
The air has temperature-dependent thermal and electrical conductivities. The amount of
Joule heating depends on the local electrical current density and the local electrical
resistivity. Conversely, the resistivity depends on the local temperature, and the current
distribution is affected by the local resistivity. Consequently, all parameters are strongly
dependent on temperature. The key step to solve the problem is to determine the spatial
current density in the free burning arc because the Joule heating is proportional to the
current density squared and the resistivity. Moreover, the magnetic field density and
resultant Lorentz force in the arc are a function of the current distribution. Figure 6.8
shows the temperature distribution of a 200 A burning arc in stationary mode.

K

Figure 6.8

Temperature distribution due to 200 A free burning arc in the domain
between the electrode tip (cathode) and anode surface
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The temperature field shown in Figure 6.8 illustrates a massive temperature
gradient near cathode where the current is injected. In the interelectrode region, the
temperature profile expands and maximum temperature decreases. Figure 6.9 shows the
temperature distribution along the arc axis, from the cathode tip to the anode. As can be
seen in Figure 6.9, due to higher concentration of the current distribution near cathode,
the temperature is roughly twice the temperature near the anode. The maximum
temperature is 25,000 K at the cathode and 11,000 K at the anode.

mm

Figure 6.9

Temperature distribution along the arc axis

In Figure 6.10 the temperature distribution and current density is shown in the xyplane perpendicular to the arc axis, 3 mm below the cathode tip. Therefore, the current
flows out of the plane, and this plane shows the radial distribution of different
parameters.
Figure 6.10 shows that temperature of the arc along the arc axis, and the
temperature drops in the area away from it. The temperature field and the current density
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show a similar pattern, where their magnitude is a relative maximum along the arc axis,
and gradually their magnitude reduces in the radial direction.

Figure 6.10
6.7.1

(a) Temperature distribution and (b) current density in the xy-plane
perpendicular to the arc axis 3 mm below the cathode tip

Self-magnetic force
The flow of the current density in the z-direction generates a magnetic field

density in azimuthal direction, shown in Figure 6.11.
The direction of the magnetic field density can be determined by the right-hand
rule, where the curling fingers show the direction of magnetic field if the thumb points
toward the direction of current. Since the flow of the current is in to the plane (i.e., in the
z-direction), the magnetic field vectors circle the arc axis, and the field rotates in a
clockwise direction. Ampere’s law points out the relationship between the magnetic field
and a current distribution passing through a closed loop. The Ampere’s law applies to any
kind of loop, not just a circle, surrounding a current, no matter how many wires there are
or how they are arranged or shaped. The law is valid as long as the current is constant,
and it states that the total magnetic field along a closed loop is proportional to the current
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enclosed by the loop. The magnetic field is zero at the center, and it increases in
magnitude with radial distance. Gradually the magnetic field starts to decrease due to the
increase in the radius of the circle surrounding the current. Figure 6.12 shows the
magnitude of azimuthal magnetic field along a line perpendicular to the arc axis, 3mm
below the cathode tip (located in the same yx-plane for Figure 6.11).

mm

Figure 6.11

Azimuthal self-magnetic field density generated by the current density in
the xy-plane perpendicular to the arc axis 3 mm below the cathode tip

The magnetic field at the arc axis is zero, as seen in Figure 6.12, and it rises the
further it is from the arc axis. A slight decrease of magnitude of magnetic field can be
observed in figure after its maximum value. The magnetic field exerts a force, referred to
as Lorentz force, on a flowing current, and the direction of the force from a magnetic
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field on a current running through a wire will be perpendicular to both the magnetic field
and the current. The forces are not only applied on solid materials transporting electrons
but also can be applied to the gas unconfined in the plasma in the nearby arc.

Figure 6.12

Magnitude of azimuthal magnetic field along a line perpendicular to the arc
axis, 3mm below the cathode tip

The magnitude of the magnetic force on an electric current depends on magnitude of the
electric current and magnetic field. The stronger the current and magnetic field is, the
stronger the force. Moreover, the force will be strongest if the current is perpendicular to
the magnetic lines. Therefore, the interaction between the current density in the zdirection and the azimuthal magnetic field density creates a force in radial direction to
constrict the arc. It acts towards the arc axis, and its magnitude is a function of local
current density and magnetic field. Figure 6.13 shows the force density in N/m exerted on
the electric arc in a plane perpendicular to the arc axis, 3 mm below the cathode tip.
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Figure shows the magnitude of magnetic force in radial direction, 3 mm below the
cathode tip. It must be noted that Figure 6.13a shows in Cartesian coordinates, but the
associated value is in cylindrical coordinate. The radial force can be calculated using the
corresponding values in Cartesian coordinates,
(6.18)

𝐹 = √(𝐹 + 𝐹 )

10
mm

0

-10

r (mm)

Figure 6.13

The force density exerted on the electric arc in (a) a plane and (b) in a
radial direction, 3 mm below the cathode tip

Figure 6.13 shows that the magnetic force is zero at the arc axis, and it rises as it
moves further from the axis. Although the azimuthal self-magnetic field keeps rising and
stays fairly constant, the magnetic force drops quickly at approximately 2 mm from the
axis. This arises from the fact that the current density decreases, which leads to a sudden
decrease in the magnitude force. This force is toward the arc axis and constricts or
pinches the arc channel.
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6.7.2

External magnetic force
In this section, it will be investigated if the anode and the way the current is

conducted can potentially influence the arc development. It was discussed that the arc
development was axisymmetric for metals such as aluminum and was not axisymmetric
in the carbon composite laminate, and no explanation for this effect has been offered in
the existing literature. One reason for the rapid transverse spread of the arc attachment
could be the fact that the carbon fibers could change the symmetry of the magnetic field
as compared to that of aluminum, which means the magnetic field is pushing plasma
asymmetrically in the transverse direction. In the case of aluminum, arc constriction and
arc deformation was not observed. To produce a force to influence the plasma channel,
the magnetic fields must be differently oriented, such that it is constricting the arc
channel in one direction and spreading it out in another direction. This effect is an
indicative of a fundamental relationship between geometry of current and the resulting
vector field of magnetic field density. Because of the linearization of current flow that
occurs in a linearly symmetric planar conductor like a carbon fiber/epoxy composites, the
arc channel is shaped or changed in a pattern not seen in isotropic material such as
aluminum. When the lightning arc attaches to a metal, aluminum for example, the arc
root expands radially, which this symmetry can be experimentally observed. It has been
observed [26, 29, and 42] that the gaseous plasma meeting a composite structure expands
lateral to the fiber direction, which may result in a damage that expands laterally as well.
The expansion of the current transverse to the preferred direction of current path may be
incorporated with the anisotropic properties of composites. It is worth exploring if the
current, when it is constrained and linearized, can potentially change the magnetic field in
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a way that is reflected in the forces on the arc plasma itself and that tends to spread out or
constrict the plasma. The deformation of the plasma is caused by forces that are not
occurring in the free arc. Free arcs are cylindrically symmetric, and since the magnetic
fields are axially symmetric, they do not disturb the free arc. In this section, a model is
presented whereby an explanation for the arc expansion to investigate the influence of the
current conduction and its associated magnetic fields on the arc expansion. In order to
incorporate the resultant external magnetic field, a new domain was added to the
geometry (shown in Figure 6.14) and two distinct cases were considered; i) the added
domain is aluminum (Al-domain) and ii) the added domain represents a unidirectional
composite material (composite-domain).

Figure 6.14

The new geometry where a domain added to represents aluminum or
carbon fiber/composite structure

The electrical properties of this composite-domain are similar to that of a
composite laminate, where it conducts the current preferentially along the x-axis (i.e.,
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assumed fiber direction). Therefore, it has orthotropic properties, and the values of
electrical conductivities in each direction are implemented using the tensor matrix,

 l 0 0 
    0  t 0 
 0 0  th 

(6.19)

where,  l ,  t , and  th are electrical conductivities along fiber direction, transverse to the
fiber direction, and through thickness direction, and their values are 35970 S / m ,
1.15 S / m , and 0.004 S / m respectively, the values are obtained from [13]. It must be

noted that these values vary when a composite laminate is exposed to an excessive
heating and abrupt temperature rise. However, they are assumed constant because
damage development in the composite or thermal response is not the objective at this
stage of the study. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, heat transfer equations and fluid
dynamics equations are not solved in the added domain and only the electromagnetic
computation are considered. The purpose of the Al-domain or composite-domain is to
impose the magnetic field generated by a linear conduction to the arc channel. Figure
6.15 shows the magnetic field associated with the current conducted in the representative
Al-domain and composite-domain, in a plane perpendicular to the arc axis 3mm below
the cathode tip.
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Figure 6.15

The magnetic field associated with the 200 A current conducted in the (a)
Al-domain and (b) composite-domain

It must be noted that Figure 6.15a is in Cartesian coordinates, but the radial
magnetic field is in cylindrical coordinate. The radial magnetic field can be calculated
using the corresponding values in Cartesian coordinates,
𝐵 = √(𝐵 + 𝐵 )

(6.20)

As can be seen in Figure 6.15, the magnetic field distribution due to a current
flowing in the Al-domain is axisymmetric. Whereas, the magnetic field due to a current
flowing in the composite-domain tends to concentrate along the fiber direction, x-axis. It
arises from the fact that the current is restrained to flow ideally in the x-direction when it
enters the composite-domain. In addition, it can be seen that the magnetic field density is
zero at the center in both cases, because of the symmetry of the currents flowing in the
opposite direction. With the Al-domain (Figure 6.15a), axisymmetric magnetic field
distribution is observed, while, with the composite-domain (Figure 6.15b), different
current paths due to the orientation of the fibers significantly changed the magnetic field
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distribution. It must be noted the magnetic field along the y-axis is zero because the
magnetic field generated by the two opposing currents flowing in the composite domain
cancel each other out. Thus, no magnetic force effect is expected to exist along the y-axis
due to the absence of the external magnetic field. In the region that both magnetic field
and current density are present, a magnetic force be generated which is perpendicular to
both magnetic field vector and the current density vector. Figure 6.16 shows the magnetic
force distribution associated with the magnetic field due to the current conducted in the
representative Al-domain and composite-domain, in a plane perpendicular to the arc axis
3 mm below the cathode tip.

Fr (N/m3)

Fr (N/m3)

Figure 6.16

The magnetic forces applied to the plasma channel associated with the
200 A current conducted in the (a) Al-domain and (b) composite-domain

Figure 6.16 is a demonstration of the difference in the magnetic forces applied to
the arc channel due to the current flowing in an isotropic and orthotropic material. It
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shows that the arc development is dependent on the properties of the material it is
attaching. Their interaction between magnetic force and the arc can manifest in the arc
development and behavior, in a way that the arc root is reshaped or deformed with
respect to the non-uniform and asymmetric magnetic force applied to it. The magnetic
force shown in Figure 6.16a due to current conducting in the Al-domain is symmetrical
because both magnetic field and arc density are symmetrical. Its value is zero at the arc
axis, and it starts to rise, as it is further form the axis. In the area that the current density
no longer exists, the magnetic force is zero. With the same reasoning, the magnetic force
shown in Figure 6.16b due to current conducting in the Al-domain is zero at the center.
The distinction between the two cases, arc root expansion on an aluminum and a
composite, can possibly account for the widespread damage development to a composite
around the attachment point.
While Figure 6.16 shows the magnitude of the radial magnetic force, for better
representation the direction of the magnetic force exerted on the plasma channel caused
by a current flowing in the composite-domain is presented in Figure 6.17. The direction
of the arrows defines the direction of the magnetic force, and their length is proportional
to the intensity of the magnetic force.
As can be seen in Figure 6.17, the magnetic force in the direction x-axis (along
the fiber direction) is stronger than the magnetic force in transverse direction. Moreover,
the direction is toward the arc axis, which tends to constrict the arc. Magnitude of the
magnetic force along the x-axis, in the same plane that Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17 are
shown, can be seen in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.17

The magnetic forces applied to the plasma channel associated with the
200 A current conducted in the composite-domain.

Figure 6.18

Magnetic force along the x-axis (the dot line) in xy-plane 3 mm below the
cathode tip
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Figure 6.18 depicts the magnitude and direction of the force as well. The
magnetic force along the x-axis applied to arc channel has an identical symmetry relative
to the axis with the opposite sign. For the right half-side of the domain, the applied
magnetic force is negative, which means the force is directed toward the axis. Similarly,
for the left half-side of the domain the force is positive, which again, means the force is
directed toward the axis.

6.8

Summary
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the interaction between the current

flowing in the anode (i.e., aluminum and carbon fiber/epoxy composite). In this chapter, a
numerical modeling for the plasma has been presented that included the proper physical
equations, and the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics version 5.2a was used to
conduct the numerical simulation. The proposed set of equations contained
electromagnetic, thermal, and fluid dynamic formulations to model the mechanisms
taking place during the plasma development. Several existing reports pertaining the
plasma modeling were discussed, and it was shown that the LTE assumption is
commonly valid assumption exploited by many researchers. The influence of the external
magnetic field has not been modeled previously, although its effects have been
acknowledged. In the next step, a 3D model was developed and the temperature
distribution, current density, and magnetic field distribution were investigated. Finally, in
order to inspect the effect of a linear conduction flowing in the anode, a new domain was
added to the geometry that represents the anode. Two cases were studied, an aluminum
and a composite structure. The purpose of the comparison was to investigate the effect of
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the current conduction in anode on the distribution of the magnetic forces on the plasma
channel. It was concluded that the difference in the current distribution flowing in the
aluminum versus composite structure has a profound influence on the generated magnetic
forces. The unevenly distribution of the magnetic force can cause the plasma to contract
in one direction, while it has no effect in the lateral direction.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1

Concluding remarks
Lightning is a natural phenomenon that transfers a massive amount of energy

between the ground and clouds. The energy transfer takes place through an electrically
conductive channel, which can inflict catastrophic damage to any object it is striking. The
trend in the modern aircraft industry is to use lightweight materials such as carbon fiber
composites to improve the fuel efficiency. However, the introduction of these materials
brings out new challenges, for example their withstand against a lightning strike.
Therefore, careful attention must be paid to characterize their response to a direct
lightning strike. A fiber orientation in a laminated carbon fiber/epoxy composite results
in a strong anisotropic material property. This signifies that the composite exhibits
different conductivity in each direction, along the fibers or transverse to the fibers. A
comprehensive understanding of the composite response to a current discharge is
required to assess their application in aircraft industry.
In this study, the damage development due to simulated lightning strikes to
aerospace carbon fiber/epoxy laminates and PRSEUS panel was studied. The approach
used in this work entailed laboratory-scale experiments using Marx bank current impulse
generator and a multidisciplinary simulation of electric arc using finite element (FE)
modeling. First, the basic concepts of a lightning discharge were presented, which
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included lightning initiation and development and its standard waveform for aeronautic
studies. The standard lightning waveform comprises several components that have
significantly different amplitude, energy content, and temporal characteristics. In this
work, the component of interest was the first return stroke or component A. Moreover,
the concerns and general guidelines regarding the protection of an aircraft against
lightning were explored. The lightning induced damage to an aircraft is divided into two
groups, direct effects and indirect effects. Direct effects are mainly related to the damage
occurring at the attachment and are clearly visible. Indirect effects are referred to the
damages to the electronic devices due to the induced current and electromagnetic
interferences.
A one-stage Marx bank impulse generator, capable of storing approximately
400 kJ of energy and simulating the 200 kA peak current specified for waveform A was
reconfigured in the HVL-MSU to assess lightning-induced damage to carbon fiber/epoxy
laminates and PRSEUS panels. The generator consists of eight high energy density
capacitors with 50 μF capacitance and 44 kV maximum voltage. A custom switch was
designed and implemented in the current generator to initiate the current discharge
manually, and after triggering, a fraction of the stored energy is dissipated in the test
article by the current discharge. A series of lightning strikes with varying peak current
levels were applied to unprotected and protected laminates. It was observed that the
lightning induced damage increased significantly with the increase in the applied current.
The primary form of lightning damage to the carbon/epoxy composites was intense local
damage at the attachment point, which aligned mostly along the fiber direction in the
outermost ply. The size of the lightning induced-damage to the both CM-protected and
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PCFP-protected test laminates were smaller than those of the unprotected laminates. The
CM provided a better lightning protection capability compared to the PCFP-protected
laminate and lightning damage did not penetrate the CM-protected laminate test coupons.
However, both techniques seem to be promising to serve as an efficient lightning
protection layer.
The PRSEUS panels were injected with simulated lightning impulses at different
spatial locations (mid-bay, stringer, frame, and the intersection of frame and stringer) that
spanned almost the entire surface of the panels. It can be concluded from the test results
that the current magnitude and strike location have an apparent influence on the damage
size and damage pattern. One of the key observations was the impact of the stitching in
confining the damage distribution, and the stitching itself remains seemingly intact.
Careful inspection of the damage to the composite laminates and PRSEUS panel
subjected to simulated lightning strikes showed that it could be characterized as two
distinct zones. The primary or intense local damage that appeared at the point of impact,
surrounded by widespread damage, which evidently differed in size and severity. A
number of tests were conducted on machined laminates where a slot was created to
prevent any current conduction. The formation of the damage over the slot was observed
that eliminated the galvanic current conduction as a justification for widespread damage,
and emphasized for a subtler mechanism for it. Two hypotheses were introduced to
account for the mechanism behind the formation of the small tufts and widespread
damage, i) lightning arc expansion and ii) the magnetically induced currents and their
corresponding magnetic forces. To further probe these two mechanisms, a series of
additional tests were carried out where a portion of the area surrounding the attachment
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point were covered with insulating cover or acrylic plate. This approach would inhibit the
arc expansion and leave magnetic effect as the only mechanism for any damage in the
covered regions. The results confirmed that an insulating medium between the arc
channel and the surface of the composite panel could impede widespread damage, and
consolidated that the magnetic effects pales in comparison with the effect of the arc
expansion.
The interaction between plasma channel and the anode surface (aluminum or
composite) was studied, and it was argued that the anode surface is very active in the
high-pressure arc (i.e., anode-spot mode and intense arc mode), and it can be the primary
source of the charged particles to the plasma. Different anode modes were explained, and
the erosion of anode is most severe at the anode spots where the current distribution is
very high. Moreover, the plasma channel as a current conducting body can be influenced
by application of a magnetic field. This effect could be due to self-magnetic field, which
creates a magnetic force in the radial direction toward the channel axis, or an external
magnetic field in axial or transverse direction. Therefore, in order to explain the arc
expansion in one direction, a non-uniform external magnetic field could be found that
reshapes the arc channel into a diamond shape. In other words, the diamond-shape arc
root observed in the simulated lightning striking a composite structure and the external
magnetic field on the arc development might be correlated. The magnetic field generated
by the electric current flowing in the composite might be able to justify the change in the
arc boundary.
The plasma channel has been modelled, based on the relevant formulations
including thermal, electrical, magnetic, and fluid dynamic equations. The objective of the
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modeling was to simulate the magnetic field distribution due to the current flow and its
associated magnetic force on the plasma channel. In this simulation, the plasma was in
LTE, and it was treated as a fluid, carrying electric current. The commercial software
COMSOL Multiphysics version 5.2a was used to implement the numerical modeling.
The comparison between the magnetic field distributions caused by the current flowing in
the aluminum and composite structure showed that the linearized current conduction has
an obvious effect on the magnetic forces applied to the plasma. In the direction that the
current is flowing in the composite structure, the resultant magnetic force is maximum
while in the lateral direction it is close to zero. Therefore, this effect can account for the
arc transverse arc expansion and widespread damage area.
7.2

Future work
The proposed FE model presented in this study can be further expanded by

applying the actual current (>50 kA) used in the lab-scale experiments. By increasing the
current magnitude to that of actual current applied to the carbon fiber/epoxy composites
and PRSEUS panel, the effect of the magnetic force due to the conducted current will be
clearly observable because the magnitude of the magnetic force is roughly proportional to
the current squared. Hence, a massive change in the magnetic force should be expected
by increasing the current from 200 A to 125 kA. The proposed model was stationary, and
a time-dependent model can reveal more details of the plasma channel interacting with
the anode. Time-varying phenomenon can be observed in stationary study, while timevarying simulation allows for mechanisms that only emerge due to change of input
current over time, most notably is the magnetically induced currents. These currents can
be investigated if they are directly responsible for at least some aspects of observed
143

secondary domain of damage. The first immediate effects that arises from the secondary
current are two-fold; i) thermal effects due to flow of the current, and ii) magnetic forces
outward from the specimen surface applied to the carbon tows carrying the secondary
current. The influence of these two mechanisms should be weighed to assess if each can
partially account for the secondary damage observed in the vicinity of lightning
attachment point. This assessment requires a convincing knowledge about the resistance
and resiliency of the carbon/epoxy laminated composites or PRSEUS structure against
the thermal energy and magnetic forces created by the flow of the secondary currents.
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